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Many earlier expert systems that were modeled after MYCIN, the first expert 
system, employed truth-value factors for their rule antecedents (premises) and 
consequents (conclusions). These crisp truth-value factors were usually called" 
certainty factors and attempted to provide a measure of confidence and 
computational capability to the analysis of rule uncertainty (Shortliffe, 1977; 
Kandel, 1994). However, in the literature criticism has been often expressed 
concerning the lack of precision a crisp truth/certainty factor value conveys 
(Zadeh, 1983; Turban, 1993). Zadeh (1973) and Xingui (1988) utilized the 
weighted fuzzy average algorithm to improve the precision of truth/certainty 
factor values. Kandel (1994) further extended the fuzzy weighted mean concept 
introducing rule confidence, priority, and conclusion weighting factors. Later, 
Chen (1996) further modified the fuzzy weighted mean algorithm through the 
factoring of independent rule premise and consequent weights, truth-values and 
certainty factors. All of these progressive variants of the fuzzy weighted mean 
enhanced perceived rule antecedent and consequent truth-value. This research 
investigated a modification of the fuzzy weighted algorithms of Chen and Kandel 
utilized in assessing heuristic expert system rule truth-value. Their algorithms 
were modified to demonstrate that a more statistically precise rule truth-value can 
be achieved by utilizing the geometric mean to aggregate rule truth-value 
components. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Problem Statement and Goal 
Decision support and expert systems often confront the problem of inexact 
reasoning. In particular, expert systems must have the capability to assess and 
process uncertain information (Chen, 1992, p.561; Giarratano & Riley, 1989, pp.257-
348). Many algorithms beginning with the MYCIN certainty factor model introduced 
by Buchanan and Shortliffe (1984) and subsequent variants have attempted to reflect 
the degree of truth assigned to rules of heuristic expert systems (Giarratano, 1998; 
Orchard, 1998). However, these algorithms have provided only limited truth-value to 
the rules of expert systems and, consequently, conclusions derived from them. ThiS" 
has been due in part to the inability of crisp subjective certainty factors and rule truth-
values of antecedents and consequents to adequately model imprecision. Crisp 
subjective certainty factors are not derived from objective probability data from 
which the more truthful crisp objective certainty factors, antecedents and consequent 
truth-values are derived. In fact, most of the uncertainty confronting the knowledge 
engineer or expert system designer when constructing rule bases is imprecise and not 
derived from objective probability data (Stuart, 1993). Perhaps Lord Kelvin in 1883 
stated the issue best: 
1 
"In physical science a first essential step in the direction of learning any subject is to 
find principles of numerical reckoning and practical methods for measuring some 
quality connected with it. I often say that when you can measure what you are 
speaking about and express it in numbers, you know something about it, but when you 
cannot measure it, when you cannot express it in numbers, your knowledge is of a 
meager and unsatisfactory kind: it may be the beginning of knowledge but you have 
scarcely, in your thoughts, advanced to the state of science, whatever the matter may 
be. " 
Recent research cited in the literature and at recent symposia suggests 
impreclSlon IS better expressed usmg fuzzy logic rather than cnsp subjective 
probabilities (Kandel, 1993); Lofti Zadeh and Shy-Ming Chen (personal 
communication, University of California at Berkley, August 1999). Application of 
fuzzy logic in expert system algorithms for the determination of rule truth-value has 
been conducted by a few researchers: Zadeh and Kacprzyk (1992), Chew, Kandel, 
Langholz and Schneider (1995); and most notably Shy-Ming Chen (1988, 1991, 1992 
,1996) to better model imprecision. 
A major source of error propagation exists when truth values between zero 
and one are repetitively multiplied. Upon successive iterations of truth-value or 
certainty factor multiplication, the resultant certainty factor value becomes smaller 
thus decreasing the confidence of the final consequent (Durkins, 1997; Castillo 1994). 
This is particularly evident in multi-level rule base operations where multiple 
iterations of multiplication are required before a final conclusion/consequent is 
reached. Chen's approach to improving precision thus improving rule confidence 
relies heavily on a fuzzy weighted-mean (weighted arithmetic average) algorithm an 
extension of Zadeh's (1975) and Xingui's (1988) work with the fuzzy weighted-
arithmetic mean. 
2 
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Chen identifies R = { R1, R2 ••• Rn } as a set of rules, and Rj E R where i= 1,2 ... n as 
the formulation of production rules for the general statement: 
Rj: IF Cj THEN Ck (CF), k = 1 to n (1) 
Cj and Ck are conditions described by propositions. Moreover, Cj and Ck are trapezoidal 
fuzzy numbers in the range of zero to one that indicates the degree of belief of the 
rule Rj • If tj, and Wj are trapezoidal fuzzy numbers representing the truth-values and 
weights of the rule antecedents (Cj), respectively, and CF represents the trapezoidal 
fuzzy certainty factor assigned to the rule, then, in general, eqn. (1) can be expressed 
as 
(2) 
The fuzzy-weighted average algorithm developed by Chen associated each rule of an 
expert system with a trapezoidal fuzzy rule antecedent, weight, truth-value and 
" 
consequent certainty factor such that the rule truth-value of the consequent 
(condition Ck) can be determined as follows: 
(3) 
where ® is the row matrix multiplication and EB the row matrix addition operator of fuzzy 
calculus specifically in this instance for trapezoidal fuzzy sets. 
However, a rudimentary issue with the weighted-arithmetic mean is that it 
may be greatly distorted by extreme values comprising the fuzzy distributions of the 
truth-values and certainty factors (Arkin et al, 1970; Shoemaker, 1997). Thus, this in 
fact may increase error propagation through out the rule-base due to the large central 
tendency variance that may occur subject to the arithmetic mean. This is an issue that 
has and continues to plague MYCIN based certainty factor algorithms employing the 
weighted - mean. 
Goal 
The goal of this research is to identify and evaluate an algorithm that 
aggregates fuzzy expert system rule components (weights, truth-values, and certainty 
factors) more precisely than the fuzzy weighted-mean. This will be accomplished by: 
(1) Developing a fuzzy-weighted algorithm (for application in expert systems) based 
on the geometric mean which is by definition (Arkin et aI, 1970; Shoemaker, 1997; 
Pecaric, 1997; Owen, 1999; Urmanin, 2000) more precise than the arithmetic mean. 
(2) Testing the hypothesis that a fuzzy-weighted geometric mean algorithm provides 
a more precise fuzzy truth-value heuristic than the fuzzy-weighted arithmetic mean. 
Relevance and Significance 
Reducing the vagueness associated with defining risk probabilities or factors" 
in risk analysis is becoming a popular application of fuzzy expert systems (Opatz, 
1994). Tens of millions of dollars are spent in the United States on software 
development projects, yet many of these projects experience cost overruns and/or fail 
to meet requirements. In the literature, it is often suggested that better risk assessment 
procedures could help reduce the incidence of software project failure. 
While some knowledge of the factors that can increase software risk are 
known, much is not known about the frequency of occurrence of these risks in 
practice, or the effect that they may have on a software development project. This 
lack of information 
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(frequency of occurrence) or inexactness lends itself to fuzzy inference techniques as 
opposed to stochastic measures. Based on risk factors identified by Boehm (1991), 
Conger (1994), and Yu (1993); Lee (1994) applied linguistic fuzzy variables to 
software risk analysis that model vagueness more in line with human cognition. 
However, the imprecise nature of linguistic terms used in risk assessment can benefit 
from algorithms that provide better or more accurate resolution of linguistic terms 
than existing algorithms (Ross, 1991). 
This research will improve professional practice by developing a fuzzy 
geometric mean algorithm that will provide much better precision or confidence than 
the fuzzy weighted average to the truth-value of consequents derived from fuzzy 
expert system rule-bases utilized in risk analysis, business, and military strategic and 
tactical decision support systems. 
Barriers and Issues 
The ad hoc nature of linguistic variable assignment as fuzzy and/or crisp 
quantifiers in rule bases adds to the already complex concept of antecedent and 
consequent truth assessment. The literature does not reveal a standardized set of 
subjective probability calibration adjectives or linguistic variables as quantifiers. 
Some effort to define a set of Linguistic variables was conducted at the Defense 
System Management College through a series of student exercises involving 
Department of Defense and industry software project managers (Broening, p. 133, 
1989) for software risk assessment. Carnegie Mellon University is investigating use 
of linguistic quantifiers for software risk analysis as part of a contract to the US 
5 
Department of Defense for software engmeenng research but still no linguistic 
standards. Earlier work conducted by Zadeh (1975), Tong and Bonissone (1980), 
Bonissone (1982), Zhang (1986) and others provided foundations for non-standard ad 
hoc linguistic expression of inexactness. 
This is further exacerbated by the inferential algorithms that allow the partial 
matching of antecedents and facts in state-of-the-art fuzzy expert systems. The major 
issue of confidence or truth of the final consequent arises as a major factor and source 
of debate amongst objective probability purist and fuzzy probability advocates such 
as Lofti Zadeh, Kandel and others. Consequently, there is a proliferation of certainty 
factor algorithms purporting to improve the confidence/truth-value of rule 
consequents as result of these ad hoc linguistic quantifiers. 
Definition of terms 
Agenda - A means or structure for controlling the execution of expert system rules; a 
temporary storage area for rules that have been fired and ready to execute. 
Algorithm - A sequence of ordered instruction or mathematical equations for 
accomplishing a task, state or desired action. 
Antecedent - The premise that sets forth a particular conclusion/consequent in an 
expert system rule base. 
Approximate reasoning - fuexact reasoning techniques utilizing certainty factors, 
probability theory, fuzzy logic. 
Arithmetic mean - A statistical measure of central tendency often referred to as the 
numerical average; a weighted average where every number summed to obtain it has 
a weight of one. 
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Artificial intelligence - The branch of computer science concerned with symbolic 
reasoning and problem solving. 
Backward chaining - Working backward through a chain of production rules in an 
effort to find a verifiable set of antecedent clauses (conditions) to support the action 
clause. 
Certainty - In mathematics: statistics, probability and possibility theory, etc., a degree 
of belief or confidence in a relationship or fact under evaluation. 
Certainty factor - A number assigned to a rule, fact, or condition to indicate the 
confidence in the fact or in the overall rule. 
Certainty theory - An inexact reasoning technique based on the degree of belief or 
disbelief in a postulation by propagating certainty factors through a set of rules. 
Cognitive science - The study of human problem-solving methodologies from a 
psychological and lor physiological perspective. 
Common sense - A general source of experiential knowledge possessed by humans 
applied to real-world problem solving. 
Confidence factor - A statistical factor very similar to a rule certainty factor. 
Consequent - The conclusion of a production rule that follows its 
predicates/antecedents in an expert system rule base. 
Crisp certainty factor - A non-fuzzy number or interval used to indicate the 
confidence in an expert system's facts or rules relationship. 
Expert system - A computer problem solving model that applies reasoning 
methodologies on specific domains of expertise in an attempt to model human 
cognition. 
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Forward chaining - The process of drawing conclusions by first examining the 
relevant facts or data of a problem. A data-driven search. 
Fuzzy logic - The branch of logic that uses the degrees of membership of a function 
as opposed to a binary (true or false) relationship. 
Geometric-mean - A measure of central tendency whose log is equal to the sum of 
the log of the individual terms of its arithmetic mean. 
Heuristic - Common sense or rule of the thumb knowledge used in problem solving 
or know ledge search. 
Heuristic expert system - An expert system that employs informal, judgmental 
knowledge that constitutes a rule base consisting of rules of good judgment. 
Knowledge base - A collection of rules, facts, and/or procedures structured in logical 
schemas regarding a specific field of expertise. 
Knowledge engineering - The process of gathering requirements, data, rules, and 
knowledge necessary to build an expert system 
Linguistic variable - A natural language expression used to convey some concept of a 
physical state, e.g; tall, short, hot, quite hot, mild, very cold. 
Premise - In knowledge engineering, the antecedent/predicate of a production rule 
that precedes the rule conclusion. 
Rule truth-value - The aggregation of rule condition weights, truth-values, and 
certainty factors 
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Summary 
In this chapter, an overview of uncertainty and the ongoing debate between 
the probability purist and the new school of thought, fuzzy logic, was presented. This 
debate as to the proper methodology for handling uncertainty has been extended to 
the truth-value perception of premises and conclusions in expert system rule bases. 
Chapter 2 begins with the genesis of fuzzy logic, and the seminal work of 
Lofti Zadeh. Later in chapter 2, the prevailing crisp (non-fuzzy) MYCIN based 
algorithm, along with its strength and weaknesses, and the new innovative fuzzy 
algorithms of Shy-Ming Chen and Abraham Kandel are provided. These algorithms 
were developed to improve user confidence of expert system rule conclusions via 
application of the weighted mean. A thorough review of Chen's prolific research in 
the use of the fuzzy weighted mean as a more statistically precise method to 
aggregate expert system rule overall truth-value is examined in Chapter 2. Then, an 
analytical method of both Chen's and Kandel's algorithms employing the fuzzy 
weighted mean and that of a new algorithmic approach based on the fuzzy weighted 
geometric mean is presented in chapter 3. The thrust is to determine whether actual 
statistical improvement in an expert system's overall rule truth-value aggregate to 
determine risk levels is achieved with the fuzzy weighted geometric mean. Arkin 
(1970) cites the geometric mean as a more precise indicator of central tendency than 
the arithmetic mean. Pecaric (1997), and Urmanmin (2000) provide mathematical 
proofs in support of the geometric mean's precision. Chapter 4 presents possible 
benefits and applications of the fuzzy weighted geometric mean in SCIence, 
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engineering and business. The improved statistical preClSlon that the weighted-
geometric mean provides over the weighted-arithmetic mean should provide 
improved user confidence of fuzzy expert system rule conclusions (consequents). 
10 
Historical Overview 
Uncertainty: the Debate 
Chapter 2 
Review of the Literature 
The ongoing debate as to whether probability is the best measure of 
uncertainty has been extended to that of certainty factors in expert systems (Castillo 
& Alvarez, 1991; Levine et aI, 1990; Ng et aI, 1990; Zadeh, 1986). Castillo and 
Alvarez state that the oldest measure of uncertainty and most intuitive is probability. 
This belief is based on the assumption that most people are familiar with the concept 
of the ratio of outcomes to the total number of attempts. According to Zadeh and 
Kacprzyk (1992, P. 56), Cheeseman, Lindley, and Adams subscribe to this view and t.) 
are defenders of probability being the only satisfactory descriptor of uncertainty. 
However, detractors such as Durkin (1994), Zadeh (1983), Shafer (1982), etc. cite the 
many limitations of probability as a measure of uncertainty. 
Durkin (1994, p. 333) states that although probability IS well founded 
mathematically, it depends on statistical data rarely found in problem types often 
encountered by expert system developers and/or users. Others, such as Neapolitan 
(1990, 1992) recommend unique utilization of probabilistic and non-probabilistic 
inference for expert systems dependent upon the application. He cites, further, the use 
of Dempster - Shafer theory (subjective probability in place of objective probability) 
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as adequate in performing uncertain inference in expert systems, and describes 
vagueness or imprecision as an application for fuzzy expert inference. 
Fuzzy systems (multi-valued) have been in existence since the 1930's, when 
introduced by Lukasiewicz (Giarratano, 1998, p. 281). Lukasiewicz developed a 
system of logic that extended the range of truth-values to all real numbers in the 
interval [0, 1]. This research led to a formal inexact reasoning technique named 
possibility theory. 
Lofti Zadeh (1965) extended the work on possibility theory into a formal 
system of mathematical logic. More importantly, Zadeh introduced a collection of 
concepts, valuable to engineers and scientists, for working with fuzzy natural 
language terms that were used mostly by academic philosophers in the past. Zadeh 
named this new tool for representing and manipulating fuzzy terms fuzzy logic. 
Fuzzy logic is formally defined as a branch of logic that uses degrees of 
membership in sets rather than a strict binary or true/false membership. Linguistic 
variables are used almost exclusively in quantifying and reasoning about vague or 
fuzzy terms that appear in our natural language. These linguistic variables are also 
referred to as fuzzy variables (Durkin, 1994). 
In contrast to probability theory that relies on assigning probabilities to a 
given event on the basis of prior frequencies of the event, fuzzy logic assigns values 
to the event on the basis of a membership function. This requires the understanding 
that X is the universe of discourse, with elements of X denoted as x. A fuzzy set A 
of X is characterized by a membership function u (x) that associates each element x 
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with a degree of membership value in A (Zadeh, 1965). This IS crucial to the 
understanding of fuzzy logic applications. 
Zadeh (1983, p. 200) states that crisp conventional (probabilistic) approaches 
to the management of uncertainty in expert systems are intrinsically inferior because 
of their failure to realize the possibility nature of much of the uncertainty involved in 
these systems. Further, he states that the employment of multi-value logic as the 
basis for uncertainty management in expert systems allows for better consideration of 
issues not processed correctly by stochastic techniques. The first consideration 
according to Zadeh involves the fuzziness of antecedents and/or consequents III 
production rules often encountered in rule construction, for example, given that: 
(a) IF A THEN Y is B 
(b) IF X is A THEN Y is B with certainty factor (CF) = a 
Where X is A (antecedent) and Y is B (consequent) are fuzzy propositions, and a is a 
fuzzy or crisp certainty factor value. Zadeh asserts that this can be illustrated in the 
following production rule with the given A and B fuzzy values: 
IF X is small THEN Y is large with CF = 0.8 
Wherein X is small (antecedent) and the consequent, Y is large, are both fuzzy 
propositions. In this instance small and large are linguistic variables that are, fuzzy 
subsets, sand 1 of the fuzzy sets small and large, Sand L, that is: s c S, 1 c L. 
The second consideration involves the partial matching between antecedents 
of a rule and facts input by the user (see Figure 1). Conventional expert systems 
avoid partial matching or address it in an ad hoc fashion because two-value logic does 
not lend itself to this type of inferential analysis. In fact, in a non-fuzzy expert system, 
13 
" 
a rule does not activate when patterns do not match exactly (Giarratano, 1998). 
However, fuzzy logic handles partial matching through the use of the compositional 
rule of inference and interpolation (Zadeh, 1983). But consideration must also be 
given regarding the precision of partial matching with multi - value logic involving 
truth-value and certainty factor rule components. The Rete algorithm developed by 
Charles Forgy (1985) performs partial matching in a faster and more efficient manner 
than the earlier Markov algorithm (Giarratano, 1998, p. 32; Kandel et al cited in 
Zadeh, 1992, p. 569 & Chen, 1988). 
14 
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Figure 1. Fuzzy Expert system Architecture 
Chen et aI., 1990, 1991, 1992; Looney, 1988; Looney and Alfize, 1987, have 
presented algorithms to address truth-value and certainty factor precision. 
Dr. Zadeh introduces the mathematical concept of linguistic probabilities and 
averages over fuzzy sets which provides the foundational calculus for Xingui's 
(1988), Kandel, Schneider, & Langholz's research presented in Zadeh (1992), and 
Chen's (1996) work on the fuzzy weighted arithmetic average. Zadeh defines a 
linguistic probability, pi, 0 « Pi « 1 where the universe of discourse associated with Pi 
is the unit interval [0,1] or the set II = 0 + 0.1. .. + 0.9 + 1. Moreover, he defines the 
term set of Pi as T(p) = likely + not likely + very likely + more or less likely + very 
unlikely + ... + probable + improbable + very probable + ... + neither very probable 
nor very improbable + close to 0 + close to 0.1 + ... 
An important concept for the conversion of crisp numbers to fuzzy variables is 
the extension principle. This principle defines the mathematical transformation from 
the crisp to the fuzzy domain (Giarratano, 1998). If f is an ordinary function mapping 
from a universe X to Y, and if F is defined as a fuzzy subset of X where 
F = fx jlf (X)/X 
Then the image of the fuzzy F defined under the mapping function f(x) is 
f(F) = f x jlf (X)/X 
if, for example 
f(X) = X 3 
then it follows from the extension principle 
f(F) = Ix jlf (X)/f(X) = Ix jlf (X)/ x3 
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As an example, for universes X and Y defined in the closed interval [0, 10000] and 
letting 
F = .2/5 + .8/10 + 1120, THEN per the extension principle 
f(F) = Ix)lf (X)/f(X) 
= .2/125 + .8/1000 + 1/8000 
The extension principle has a critical application in converting crisp functions 
in artificial intelligence, mathematics, science, engineering, business, etc. into the 
fuzzy domain for transformation into linguistic terms. 
Research into the identification of linguistic terms continues as a branch of 
cognitive psychology at institutions such as the University of Helsinki and in artificial 
intelligence under Zadeh at University of California at Berkley, and in software 
engineering and risk analysis at Carnegie Mellon University. This paper is limited to 
those linguistic terms identified in the literature specifically associated with rules and 
descriptors for risk analysis. 
Many earlier expert systems that were modeled after MYCIN, the first expert 
system, employed truth-value factors for their rule antecedents (premises) and 
consequents (conclusions). These crisp truth-value factors were usually called 
certainty factors and attempted to provide a measure of confidence and computational 
capability to the analysis of rule uncertainty (Shortliffe, 1977; Kandel, 1994; 
Giarratano, 1998). 
To manage uncertainty that was problematic for probability theory, Shortliffe 
developed the MYCIN algorithm. MYCIN is based on Carnap's (1950) theory of 
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confirmation that confirms a hypothesis based on the evidence available. Shortliffe's 
original algorithm: 
CF (H,E) = MB (H,E) - MD(H,E), where 
CF = certainty factor for the hypothesis H given evidence E 
MB = the measure of increased belief in H given E 
The algorithm was changed in 1977 to 
CF = MB - MDI 1 - min (MB,MD) 
MD = the measure of disbelief in H given E 
However, in the literature criticism has been often expressed concerning the 
lack of precision a crisp truth/certainty factor value conveys (Zadeh,1983; Turban, 
1993). Zadeh (1973) and Xingui (1988) introduced the weighted fuzzy average 
algorithm to increase the precision of truth/certainty factor value. 
Kandel (1992, p. 569, 1994) further extended the fuzzy weighted mean 
concept introducing rule confidence, priority, and conclusion weighting factors. 
Later, Chen (1996) further modified the fuzzy weighted mean algorithm through the 
factoring of independent rule premise and consequent weights, truth-values and 
certainty factors. All of these progressive variants of the fuzzy weighted mean 
enhanced perceived rule antecedent and consequent truth-value. Kandel (1992, p. 
689) presents a Fuzzy weighted arithmetic mean algorithm 
CFx=M(x,y)*CFy (4) 
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That evaluates the certainty factor of any linguistic clause x in a rule 
premise/antecedent before reaching the final consequent. Where y is user entered data 
or a rule consequent/conclusion. M(x,y) is a fuzzy matching function. The next 
equation evaluates the certainty factor of any clause x in the consequent of a given 
rule: 
CFx = MIN (cg, W ri) 
where the following equations for determining CFi apply: 
cg = not a = 1 - a 
CFi = a and b = MIN (a,b) 
CFi = a or b = MAX (a,b) 
CFi=a 
a and b represent the certainty factors of any two rule clauses and 
WRi = WRP RP + WRe RC + Wee CC/ WRP + WRe+ Wee 
(5) 
(6) 
WRi is the weighted mean of CC, RC, and RP; Wee, WRe, WRP are certainty factor 
weights for conclusion certainty (CC), rule certainty (RC), and rule priority 
certainty (RP). In this algorithm, Kandel represents the fuzzy linguistic 
parameters (CC, RC, RP); including the weights as either crisp intervals or crisp 
numbers. Kandel illustrated his certainty factor algorithm based on the weighted-
mean using a knowledge base with two rules (Zadeh & Kacprzyk, 1992): 
Example 1 
Rl: IF a THEN b 
R2: IF b* and c THEN d 
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of which the objective is to fire R2, and derive the certainty factor of the conclusion, 
d, given that the user inputs (facts), a* and c* and their related data certainties (truth 
factors), 0.95 and 0.85 . For the sake of this analysis let a* and c* equal wand b, 
respectively. And for Rl, 
RP = 1, RC = 0.9, CC = 0.9 and for R2, RP = 1, RC = 0.95, CC = 0.85. 
Also, he noted that a, a*, b, b*, c, c*, and d are clauses that have the following 
matching factors and weights, respectively : 
M(a,a*) = 0.8, M(b,b*) = 0.9, and M(c,c*) = 0.75; WRP = 0.9, WRe = 0.95, and Wee 
=1.0 
In this illustration, user data for a* = 0.95 and c* = 0.85 is input in an attempt 
to fire Rl. then using equation (4) and executing step one in the algorithm 
CFa = M(a,a*)(CFa) = 0.8*0.95 = 0.76 
Followed by step 2 to calculate the certainty factor of the entire antecedent ofRI 
CFR1 = CFa = 0.76 
Step 3 in Kandel's algorithm computed 
CFcb = MIN (CFRl, W Rl) = MIN (0.76,0.95) = 0.76 which is a function ofW R( 
W Rl = (0.9)(1) +(0.95)(0.9) + (1)(0.95)/(0.9 + 0.95 + 1) = 0.95 
Since Rl fired, the following results were forwarded as input for R2: 
a* = 0.95, c* = 0.85, b* = 0.76 
Repeating step 1 for R2 
CFb' = M(b,b)(CFb)= (0.9)(0.76) = 0.68 
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And 
CFc = M(c,c*)(CFc') = (0.75)(0.85) = 0.64 
Step 2, Calculating the certainty factor of R2 
CFR2 = MIN(CFb, CFc) = 0.64 
R2 fires, thus the conclusion certainty factor for d is 
CFcd = MIN(CFR2 WR2) = MIN(0.64,0.93)=0.64, where 
WR2 = [(0.9)(1) + (0.95)(0.95) + (1)(0.85)]1(0.9 + 0.95 + 1) = 0.93 
Thus resulting with "d" being true having a certainty factor of 0.64. This example will 
be revisited in Chapter 3 to determine whether an algorithm based on the geometric 
mean provides a more precise certainty factor than that derived from the preceding 
example. Chen expounds upon Zadeh's concept of fuzzy linguistic rule components 
by presentation of fuzzy rule (antecedents and consequents) truth-value, and certainty 
factors in his algorithm. The fuzzy-weighted average algorithm developed by Chen 
(1996) associated each rule of an expert system with a trapezoidal fuzzy rule 
antecedent, certainty factor, weight and truth-value for each rule such that the truth-
value of the consequent (condition Ck) can be determined as follows: 
[(tl ® W2 EB t2 ® W2 EB ... tn ® wn) 
/ (WI EB W2 EB ... Wn)] ® CF 
(7) 
where tj and Wj are trapezoidal fuzzy numbers representing the truth-values and 
weights of rule antecedents Cj and CF represents the trapezoidal fuzzy certainty factor 
assigned to the ith rule. Further, Chen cites the following operations defined by 
Kaufmann and Gupta (1988, p. 22) as applicable to fuzzy sets; e.g., trapezoidal and 
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triangular sets (see figures 2, 3). Its important to note that Kaupfmann et al state that 
the result of equation (10) is an approximation of the product of two triangular or 
trapezoidal fuzzy sets. 
A EB B = (aI, a2, a3, <14) EB (b l, b2, b3, b4) 
= (al + bl, a2 + b2, a3 + b3, a4 + b4) 
A 8 B = (aI, a2, a3, <14) 8 (b l, b2, b3, b4) 
= (al - b4, a2 - b3, a3 - b2, a4 - bd 
A®B = (aI, a2, a3, <14) ® (bI, b2, b3, b4) 
= (al x b l, a2 x b2, a3 x b3, <14 x b4) 
A0B = (al,a2, a3,a4) 0 (b l, b2,b3,b4) 
= (al / bl, a2 / b2, a3/ b3, <14 / b4 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
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A B 
u 
0.0 2 
Figure 2. Trapezoidal fuzzy membership functions 
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1.0 
0.0 u 
Figure 3. Triangular fuzzy membership function 
Kaufmann et al (1988, p.34), state that for quadruplets representing 
trapezoidal fuzzy numbers multiplication can be performed using the interval of 
confidence for each level. For example, consider two fuzzy trapezoidal sets: A and 
B where aI, a2, a3, <4 E A and bl, b2, b3, b4 E B. The sets can be multiplied as follows: 
Aa = [Cal - a2) 8 + al - [(<4- a3) 8 + <4] = [(a2 - al) 8 + aI, -[(<4- a3) 8 + <4 
Ba = [(bl - b2) 8 + bl - [(b4 - b3) 8 + b4] = (b2 - bl) 8 + bl), -(b4 - b3) 8 + b4) 
Then, 
Aa. Ba = [Cal - a2) 8 + al)(b2 - b l) 8 + bl), (<4 - a3) 8 + <4)(b4 - b3) 8 + b4) 
which will provide the factors for each level 8, and according to Kaufmann et al 
(1988, p. 35) better approximation of the product of the two sets. It is interesting to 
note that substituting zero and one alternately for 8 in the preceding equation will 
define the boundary shape of the trapezoidal product function shown in Figure 3. 
However, this linear shape does not accurately reflect the true non-linear product 
function unless the function is defined for each value of 8 E U. 
Figure 4 graphically depicts the notional product of two trapezoidal numbers 
as defined by equation (10) at each alpha level (8). For an extended discussion on 
alpha levels in fuzzy sets see Chen (1996) and Kaufmann et al (1988). 
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--------------------------------_.,-------.,.... 
0.0 u 
Figure 4. Multiplication of Two Trapezoidal numbers 
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Some Linguistic variables and their corresponding trapezoidal fuzzy sets utilized by 
Chen to represent antecedent truth-values and certainty factors (see Table 1). 
Table 1. Fuzzy linguistic membership values, set 1 
In general fuzzy production rules can be expressed as follows: 
R = { R I , R2 ... Rn } is a set of rules and given that the general formulation of 
production rules Rj, Rj E R provides the general statement: 
Rj: (IF Cj THEN Cki) ® CFj, i = 1 to n; j= 1 to n (12) 
Where Cj and Cki are conditions described by propositions, the truth-value (tj) of the 
condition Cj, Cki, and the certainty factor (CFD are described by trapezoidal fuzzy 
numbers in the interval, zero to one, indicating the degree of belief of the rule Rj 
(Chen, 1996). If tj is a trapezoidal number then it follows, according to Chen, that the 
fuzzy truth-value of Ckj can be derived from tj ® CFj. In the advent there are two rules 
leading to the same consequent, to wit: 
R I : (IF Cl THEN c kl ® CF1 
R2: (IF C2 THEN Ckl) ® CF2 
then the truth-value of Ck can be expressed as 
(tl ® CF1) V (t2 ® CF2) 
Further, Chen describes situations in which the antecedent of a rule may have 
(13) 
multiple conditions linked by conjunctions; i.e., c = Cl and C2 and .. . cn. In this case, 
c is termed a compound condition. And in this regard, compound fuzzy production 
rules are comprised of multiple conditions linked by conjunctive connectors. In view 
of these situations, Chen states that there are three compound fuzzy production rule 
types: 
Type 1: 
IF Cj, and Cj2 and ... and Cjn THEN Ck ® CF. IF Cj = Cjl and Cj2 and . .. Cjn 
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then this type rule can be simplified to: 
IF Cj THEN Ck ® CF (14) 
Chen presents a fuzzy weighted average reasoning algorithm that is comprised 
of fuzzy conditions (Cj), associated truth-values (tj) and weights (Wj). In this 
algorithm, the rules' certainty factors, truth-values of the conditions in the 
antecedents, and the weights of the truth-value components are represented by 
trapezoidal fuzzy numbers which can represent linguistic terms such as risk factors 
or degrees of risk. In this instance, the aggregate fuzzy truth-value of the condition 
Ck can be evaluated by 
[(tl ® WI EEl t2 ® W2 EEl ... EEl tn ® Wnl 
I(wl EEl W2 EEl ... wn)] ® CF 
Type 2: 
For a condition that has two or more consequents: 
IF CI THEN Ckl and Ck2 ... and Ckn® (CF) == IF Cl THEN Ck1® (CFl) 
IF Cl THEN Ck2® (CF2) 
IF Cl THEN Ckn® (CFn) 
(15) 
(16) 
If the antecedent has a fuzzy truth-value tj then the fuzzy truth-values for each 
consequent is equal to tj ® cg 
Type 3: 
Similarly, For a situation with multiple conditions connected by the "or" 
conjunction: 
IF CI or C2 ... or Cn THEN Ck (CF) == IF Cl THEN Ck (CF) (17) 
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IF C2 THEN Ck (CF) 
IF Cn THEN Ck (CF) 
For this type where the truth-values and weights of the conditions (cD are represented 
by tj and Wj; respectively, the fuzzy truth condition of Ck can be derived from 
[(t1 ® WI )/(W1 EB W2 EB ... EB Wn)] v 
[(t2 ® W2) I(W1 EB W2 EB ... EB Wn)] 
v ... v [(tn ® Wn)/( WI EB W2 EB ... EB Wn)] ® CF 
Chen (p.772, 1996) illustrates his algorithm 
[(t1 ® WI EB t2 ® W2 EB ... EB tn ® wrJ 
I(W1 EB W2 EB ... Wn)] ® CF 
with two rules: 
Example 2 
Rl: IF C1 and C2 and C3 THEN C4 (CF = very high) 
R2: IF C4 THEN Cs (CF = high) 
(18) 
Where Cl, C2, C3, C4, and Cs are the rule conditions (antecedents) and t1, t2, t3, WI, W2, 
and W3, are linguistic variables defined in table 2. 
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Table 2. Fuzzy linguistic membership values, set 2 
Truth Linguistic Trapezoidal Fuzzy Wt Linguistic Value 
Value Variable Value Variable 
tl very high 0.975,0.98, 1, 1 WI very high 0.975,0.98, 1, 1 
t2 High 0.72,0.78,0.92,0.97 W2 medium high 0.58, 0.63, 0.80, 0.86 
t3 Medium high 0.58, 0.63, 0.80, 0.86 W3 medium 0.32,0.41,0.58,0.65 
These fuzzy values are then substituted in equation (2) to derive the fuzzy truth-value 
for C4 as follows: 
the rule truth-value for C4 , hence the rule truth-value of Cs is 
where 
R " R' iV\ h' h tv = tv '6J Ig 
Rtv' = [(very-high ® very-high EEl high ® medium -high EEl medium-high ® 
medium) I(very-high EEl medium-high EEl medium)] ® very-high 
= [(0. 0.975,98, 1.0, 1.0) ® (0.975, 0.98, 1.0, 1.0) EEl (0.72,0.78,0.92,0.97) 
® (0.58, 0.63, 0.80, 0.86) EEl (0.58, 0.63, 0.80, 0.86) ® (0.32, 0.41, 0.58, 0.65) 1 (0. 
0.975,98, 1.0, 1.0) EEl (0.58,0.63,0.80,0.86) EEl (0.32, 0.41, 0.58, 0.65)] ® (0. 0.975, 
98,1.0, 1.0) = [(0.9506,0.9604. 1.0,1.0) EEl (0.4176,0.4914,0.736, 0.8342) EEl 
(0.1856,0.2583,0.464,0.559)1 (1.875,2.02,2.38,2.51)] EEl (0.975,0.98, 1.0, 1.0), 
solving using matrix algebra: 
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t = I 
W = I 
and 
Rtv 
t la 
t Ib 
tIc 
tId 
Wla 
WIb 
w Ic 
wId 
W 
Wla 
w Ib 
WIc 
WId 
.975 
.98 
1 
1 
t = 2 
W = 2 
= wI + 
t la 
t Ib 
tIc 
tId 
.975 
.98 
1 
1 
t2a 
t2b 
t2c 
t2d 
W2a 
W2b 
w 2c 
W2d 
w 2 + w3 
w 2a 
~2b 
W 2c 
W2d 
.72 
.78 
.92 
.97 
t = 3 
W = 3 
t2a 
t2b 
t2c 
t2d 
.58 
.63 
.8 
.86 
t3a 
t3b 
t3c 
t3d 
W3a 
W3b 
W3c 
w3d 
w 3a 
W.3b 
W 3c 
W3d 
.58 
.63 
.80 
.86 
t3a 
t3b 
t3c 
t3d 
.32 
.41 
.58 
.65 
W- 1 
1.875 
2.02 
2.38 
2.51 
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= 
and 
0.808 
0.830 
0.924 
0.953 
f\v · = ~v'· high 
Thus, 
= 
0.808 0.72 0.582 
0.83 0.78 0.647 
= 
0.924 0.92 0.850 
0.953 0.97 0.924 
The overall truth-value of Cs is equal to the fuzzy trapezoidal set: (0.582,0.647, 
0.850,0.924). In the current literature, a term or expression for the aggregation of 
rule components (weights, truth-values and certainty factors) was not found. This '" 
paper introduced the term: rule truth-value to represent the aggregation of these 
components. It is intuitive that the aggregation of these rule components produce an 
overall rule truth-value. 
The concept of the fuzzy-weighted mean as those presented are beginning to 
find extensive application in the mitigation of uncertainty in financial and program 
management, areas ripe for improved computational algorithms. 
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Uncertainty in Risk Analysis 
One of the more promising areas that has application for fuzzy set theory, and 
where the fuzzy-weighted mean has been applied is that of uncertainty in contractual 
risk analysis (Chen, 1996; Kangari & Riggs, 1989; Lee, 1995). 
Early risk analysis research, based on the literature, can be grouped into risk 
factor analysis, probability estimation utilizing decision analysis, and system 
assessment versus a set of evaluative criteria and factors (Sage, 1980). In general, 
much of the risk analysis in professional practice is predicated on these subjective 
estimation and decision-making methodologies. Apart from program schedule and 
cost risk, a major parameter of risk analysis is the degree of expected performance 
achieved. A critical factor of risk analysis is performance. The continuous prediction 
and demonstration of the degree of perceived or the actual achievement of specific 
technical objectives has been defined as technical performance measurement (TPM). 
In systems engineering, TPMs are key indicators of a program's success (Defense 
Systems Management College, 1983; Eisner, 1994). 
Eisner concluded that risk must at least be partly related to the possibility that 
the desired levels of performance may not be achieved. Hence, one may divide the 
TPMs into criticality categories, reflecting their importance toward achieving key 
mission objectives. Further areas of criticality may be partitioned from the most to 
the least critical. 
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Eisner further expressed this mathematically as the ratio of actual achievement to 
desired achievement: 
R(i) = A(i)/D(i) (19) 
A(i) represents the consensus value for the ith TPM; where D(i) is the desired 
value, and R(i) is equal to the ratio. Moreover, an index of the extent to which 
technical risk is present for the jth criticality category is related to the average value 
ofR(i) as 
10) = 1-(R(i,j)/N0) 20) 
where NO) is the number of TPMs in the jth category and 10) is the risk index 
for the jth risk category. Lower values are indicators of less risk, by definition 
category (Eisner, 1994). 
Eisner presents another quantitative approach in which both the possibilities 
of failing to meet specifications as well as the consequences of such failures are 
considered: 
RF = 1-(1-FI)(1-CI) (21) 
where RF is defined as a risk factor and FI and CI are failure and consequence 
indices, respectively. Both FI and CI can assume values between 0 and 1. If both 
values are low, then the risk factor approaches zero. Conversely, where values of FI 
and CI approach unity, the risk factor approaches unity, high risk. 
Both of these risk factor analysis techniques are structured procedures based 
largely upon a series of judgmental ratings, which rely on the availability of 
stochastic data to be effective predictors of risk. However, this type data is not 
always available. 
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Holloway (1979) cited decision networks as research and development 
processes in which uncertainty exists and is explicitly identified as an expression of 
design approaches in a decision tree format. The following are system engineering 
issues Holloway investigated relative to risk analysis: 
1. Whether system requirements and specifications are being satisfied by the 
system? 
2. What is the minimum cost effective design approach for meeting all of the 
system requirements and specifications? 
3. Are the alternative system/subsystem designs, all capable of meeting 
specifications? 
4. What is the trade between higher performance and lower life-cycle costs? 
5. What are the development risks (design, test and evaluation, funding, etc.), if 
required, and how can they be reduced? 
Further, Holloway configured a decision network with these alternatives 
consisting of a starting node, decision nodes (yes or no with assigned probabilities of 
success), end nodes, and activities that connect the various nodes. Each node 
represents an approach/solution for each of the alternatives, such as developmental 
risks. This technique has wide application in risk analysis as a result of the advent of 
personal computers, but suffers from the same disparity as risk factor techniques: the 
dependence on availability of stochastic data relative to the decision paths. 
In the absence of stochastic data, heavy reliance is placed upon estimates 
from individual or multiple sources to develop probability factors for use in the 
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aforementioned risk analysis techniques. According to the literature, the Delphi 
technique, or variations of it, is the prevalent consensus methodology used in deriving 
stochastic risk assessment factors (Whitehouse, 1963). 
The Delphi technique builds a consensus of opinion from a group or groups of 
experts. Through a series of questionnaires and interviews, experts reach consensus 
on judgments. The experts normally augment the questionnaire process through 
feedback regarding interim results. This is an attempt to converge efficiently upon a 
reliable consensus. Researchers have conducted both matters of fact and subjective 
opinion experiments to refine this technique. Although the Delphi technique is 
popular as a consensus building tool, it has been noted that even a panel of experts 
can reach consensus incorrectly on matters of objective fact. Many system 
engineering decisions related to risk involve weighing a large number of 
incommensurable combinations of both fact and judgment (Eisner, 1994). The 
Adelphi technique is, currently, the most widely acclaimed consensus building 
method for risk factor valuation based on the literature. However, it does not, by 
itself, translate quantitative risk factors to qualitative variables more suitable to 
human reasoning. That is, discrete values from zero to one are not as meaningful to a 
human than say: very low risk, low risk, medium risk, ... high risk (Kosko, 1993). 
This is the contribution that multi-value (fuzzy) logic provides as a transform agent of 
discrete risk factors into qualitative variables. 
Mark Jablonowski (1994) states in his paper that risk exists when loss is 
possible and its financial impact is significant. This linguistic definition has a 
property of risk that eludes definitions in terms of mathematical formulas. Such that, 
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he states, in the real world the possibility and financial significance of loss cannot be 
defined with precision. Further, Jablonowski points out that in probability-loss space, 
risky combinations gradually shade into ones that are not. This can be referred to as 
the gray area of uncertainty. Fuzzy logic resolves this vague probability-loss space 
because some probabilities are more or less possible. This, of course allows for 
construction of a fuzzy set which expresses the possibility membership of discrete 
probabilities. This is an important consideration when translating subjective 
probability risk factors into fuzzy sets. He states that a very low probability, such as 
one chance in ten million cannot be considered possible. Its membership in the 
concept, in his opinion, is zero. Whereas he considers a probability of one in one 
hundred thousand as more possible; therefore, its membership value is equal to one. 
Probabilities in between share the property of possibility to various degrees (more or 
less possible). In essence, Jablonowski uses fuzzy set theory to define the possibility 
of a probability. This has tremendous connotation for application to risk analysis. 
Most of the current risk analysis methodology is based upon subjective 
estimation to derive stochastic risk factor values in absence of sufficient probabilistic 
data. Adaptations of the Adelphi technique to refine risk factor assessment is widely 
used in industrial risk management. However, the Adelphi technique can be enhanced 
further to approximate, more closely, human cognition of risk factorization by 
utilizing multi-value logic. 
Chen (1988) and Zhang (1986) utilized trapezoidal fuzzy numbers in the 
representation of linguistic terms. Zhang's (1986) dissertation provided an extensive 
discussion and derivation of linguistic terms described by trapezoidal sets. Schmucker 
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(1984) and Kangari and Riggs (1989) presented algorithms based on the fuzzy 
weighted-mean for application in risk analysis. However, both algorithms utilized 
complicated fuzzy arithmetic to derive the measure of similarity between fuzzy sets. 
This being a necessary step in translating the resultant fuzzy sets to linguistic risk 
factors!conditions. Chen (1996) simplified the fuzzy mathematics for determining the 
similarity between two fuzzy trapezoidal sets. In his paper, he employs this technique 
in the translation of fuzzy sets to linguistic risk conditions for risk analysis. Chen 
defines his similarity index algorithm as follows : 
Let A = (aI, b l, CI, dl) and B = (a2, b2, C2, d2) thus, the degree of similarity between 
the two fuzzy sets can be determined by the similarity function S. 
Then 
SeA, B) = 1 - (I al - a21 + I bl - b21 + I CI - C21 + I dl - d21)/ 4 
; SeA, B) E[O,I] (22) 
Thus, the larger the value of SeA, B), the higher the degree of similarity 
between the two trapezoidal numbers. For example if A = (1, 1, 1, 1) and B = (0, 0, 0, 
0), 
Then 
SeA, B) = 1 - (I 1 - ° I + I 1 - ° I + I 1 - ° I + I 1 - ° 1)/ 4 = ° 
no similarity. However, if A = (1, 1, 1, 1) and B = (1 , 1, 1, 1), 
Then 
SeA, B) = 1 - (I 1 - 11 + I 1 - 11 + I 1 - 11 + I 1 - 11)/4 = 1 
Thus congruency. 
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Chen provides the following example to demonstrate his similarity index 
algorithm in which the severity of loss of contractual risk is computed to be D = 
(0.216,0.36164,0.79455,1.12316), a fuzzy trapezoidal set. 
Table 3. Fuzzy linguistic membership values, set 3 
Then applying equation (22) where the similarity of set D will be measured for every 
value in Table 3 to determine the closest linguistic match: 
SeD, absolutely-low) = 1 - (0.216 + 0.36164 + 0.79455 + 1.112316)/4 
= 0.37616 
SeD, very-low) = 1 - (0.216 + 0.36164 + 0.77455 + 1.05316)/4 
= 0.39866 
SeD, low) = 1- (0.176 + 0.26164 + 0.61455 + 1.089316)1 4 
= 0.51366 
SeD, fairly -low) = 1 - (0.046 + 0.14164 + 0.43455 + 0.70316)/ 4 
= 0.66866 
SeD, medium) = 1 - (0.104 + 0.04836 + 0.21455 + 0.47316)/ 4 
= 0.78998 
SeD, fairly - high) = 1 - (0.364 + 0.26836 + 0.00545 + 0.26316)/ 4 
= 0.77476 
SeD, high) = 1 - (0.504 + 0.41836 + 0.12545 + 0.15316)/4 
= 0.69976 
SeD, very - high) = 1 - (0.714 + 0.61836 + 0.20545 + 0.12316)/ 4 
= 0.58476 
SeD, absolutely - high) = 1 - (0.784 + 0.63836 + 0.20545 + 0.12316)/4 
= 0.56226 
Since SeD, fairly - high) = 0.77476 is the largest value derived, it then is the 
translated linguistic value of the trapezoidal set D. 
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Summary 
According to the literature, the thrust of algorithmic evolution to refine the 
basic MYCIN formula strove to provide a more computationally acceptable method. 
Chapter 2 presented the algorithms of Kandel and Chen, who have been prolific in 
researching and developing algorithms based on the fuzzy weighted mean in order to 
better manage rule uncertainty. This, of course, was an attempt to reduce the 
uncertainty of purely subjective rule components (weights and truth-values). The 
efforts of these two contemporaries sought to improve the confidence of expert 
system rule components (antecedents and consequents) through a combination of the 
application of weighting, truth-value factors, certainty factors and the weighted-mean. 
In Chapter 3, Chen's fuzzy weighted mean algorithm was compared to a new method 
of aggregating rule components (weights, truth-values and certainty factors). 
Chapter 3 begins with a description of the comparative analysis methodology 
to delineate the differences in the computational precision of Chen's and Kandel's 
algorithms versus the new geometric mean based algorithm. Following this 
description, the technique for transforming Chen's and Kandel's algorithms to 
employ the geometric mean for truth-value aggregation is described. These modified 
algorithms were used to re-aggregate truth-value components of Chen's and Kandel's 
examples (l & 2) previously presented in Chapter 2 forthe express purpose of noting 
any significant change in the aggregate. The results were reported in appendices A 
and B. Further truth-value aggregates were evaluated as part of a revised US 
Department of Defense (DOD) risk analysis utilizing both the fuzzy weighted mean 
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and the fuzzy weighted geometric mean to again note any significant differences in 
the truth-value aggregates. As part of this risk analysis, a FuzzyClips rule base 
consisting of linguistic risk factors was constructed to assist in the evaluation. 
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Chapter 3 
Methodology 
Introduction 
A modification of the fuzzy-weighted algorithms of Chen and Kandel utilized 
in assessing heuristic expert system rule truth-value was evaluated in this chapter. 
Their algorithms were modified to aggregate weighting and truth-value factors based 
on the geometric mean. These modified and unmodified algorithms were used to 
generate rule truth-value components (truth-value and weights) in a rule base model 
for software development risk analysis. Rule antecedent weights in this rule base 
were represented as fuzzy trapezoidal sets that express risk impact in linguistic terms, 
such as low, high, and medium. Chen's (1996) new linguistic approximation method 
could have have been used to translate the derived rule truth-value of the rule base 
consequents into linguistic terms. However, the results was so compelling that this 
conversion technique was not required. Chen's similarity index algorithm is defined 
as follows: 
Let A = (aI, bl, CI, dl) and B = (a2, b2, C2, d2) thus, the degree of similarity between 
the two fuzzy sets can be determined by the similarity function S. 
Then 
SeA, B) = 1 - (I al - a21 + 1 b i - b21 + 1 CI - C21 + 1 d l - d21)/ 4 
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; SeA, B) E[O,l] 
Thus, the larger the value of SeA, B), the higher the degree of similarity 
between the two trapezoidal numbers an extension of Kangari and Riggs (1989) and 
Schmucker (1984). 
Finally, a comparative analysis of the derived trapezoidal sets and linguistic 
terms representing the rule truth-value from the modified and unmodified algorithms 
to delineate differentials in precision and linguistic expression was conducted. 
Research Methods 
The following activities were undertaken to conduct this research: 
(1) Kandel's algorithm, eqn. (6): 
WRi = WRP RP + WReRC + WeeCCI WRP+ WRe+ Wee 
as presented in Chapter 2 was replaced with 
GmRi = [{(WRP RP)}{(WReRC)}({WccCC})] 113 (23) 
To derive the weighted mean ofRP, RC and CC from example 1 presented in Chapter 
2 as a component of deriving the certainty factor of "d, the consequent. 
The results computed with MathCad can be seen in Appendix A. 
(2) Chen's algorithm, eqn.(7) shown in example 2: 
[(tl ® WI EB 12 ® W2 EB 13 ® W31 
I(WI EB W2 EB W3)] ® CF 
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tia t2a t3a 
tib t2b t3b 
= 
t1 tIc 
t = 2 t2e t = 3 t3e 
tId t2d t3d 
Wia w2a w3a CF a 
wIb W = 
w2b 
w3 = 
W3b CFb 
w = 2 CF= 1 
w3e CF wle w2e e 
wId w2d w3d CFd 
was converted to a geometric mean based algorithm as follows: 
Where the vector Gm = (Gma, Gmb, Glllc, Gffid) and vector CF = (CFa, CFb, CFc, CFd ). 
Then the rule truth-value Rtv is 
Gm CF a a 
GlIb CFb 
(Gma,GlIb' Gme, Gmd)· CF = Gm CF 
e e 
Gmd CFd 
Example 2 was re-computed using this geometric mean based algorithm (see 
Appendix B). Third, an expert system rule base that can be used for software risk 
analysis was constructed. 
The rule base was used to evaluate the modified algorithms based on a prior 
risk analysis that utilized crisp subjective impact and probability numbers to define 
risk levels. This analysis was conducted in 1997 for an unmanned airborne 
intelligence platform designated as "Outrider" that was under development for a US 
Department of Defense military utility assessment (MUA). The issue of concern was 
the risk of not delivering the platform to the designated military unit on time for 
MUA and meeting performance objectives. 
A critical area of risk assessment during this analysis was the flight 
management avionics consisting of a central processor, autopilot, and automatic 
landing function. Software risk of these functions was assessed in terms of program 
cost, delivery schedule, and performance. Other areas of risk of the airborne 
intelligence platform: airframe, logistics, and payload were assessed but was not 
revisited in this analysis. The risk impact factor and probability of adverse occurrence 
for each risk area was subjectively derived by a team of program management, 
aerospace, and software engineering domain experts. The team quantized probability 
and risk impact in the engineering, support, technology, requirement, management 
and manufacturing areas regarding the flight management system. Quantification 
was based on tables created by the US Department of Defense (1986) for quantizing 
software risk (see appendix E). For example, regarding risk in the software support 
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area concerning the automatic landing system (autoland), the team assessed a crisp 
subjective probability factor of 0.3 and performance impact weights of l.0 for 
performance and schedule and 0.0 for cost. The total risk score for software support 
was then calculated to be 
0.3 [(1.0) + (0.0) + (1.0)] = 0.6 
As can be noted from appendix D under avionics, the cnsp subtotal of 0.6 was 
summed with the remaining risk areas for a total risk score of 21 . 5. 
Input from the team was elicited through numerous sessions with a facilitator 
(team leader) utilizing the Delphi method. At the conclusion of Outrider's program 
risk analysis, a report was produced and presented to executive management (see 
Appendix D). In this report, high risk scores represented more risk in those areas 
noted. 
The focus of this research is to delineate the differences in precision of the 
certainty factor aggregates generated by the algorithms in question. Accordingly, this 
chapter constructed a risk analysis rule base predicated on risk areas previously 
defined in Outrider's report. To evaluate the algorithms with and without 
the geometric mean, all of the avionic sections (autopilot, autoland, and airborne 
central processor) and their areas of risk (engineering, support, technology, 
requirements, management, and manufacturing) were used to build the rule base. 
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In addition, a process of converting Outrider's program risk factors 
(probabilities and weights) into fuzzy variables was defined. Also, the process for 
converting fuzzy variables to linguistic certainty factors in Chapter 2 was considered 
but not used. In the future, this rule-base could easily be ported to one of the many 
expert system shells. The overall process is depicted in Figure 5. 
Conversion 
to Fuzzy 
Sets 
Outrider's 
Crisp Risk 
Probabilities 
and weights 
Figure 5. Process flow 
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Derivation 
(Fuzzy Sets) 
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From 
Fuzzy 
" Sets to 
Linguistic 
Variables 
Out rider's probabilities and risk factors derived from the tables in appendix E 
were converted to fuzzy trapezoidal variables by matching each linguistic magnitude 
term (low, medium and high) with the appropriate trapezoidal set in Table 1. For 
example, in Appendix E low is a crisp interval 0.0 to 0.3, medium is 0.4 to 0.5, and 
high is 0.6 to 1.0. These crisp intervals can be converted to the following fuzzy 
trapezoidal sets as defined in Table 1: 
low = {0.041 0,0.1/1,0.18/1,0.231 O} 
medium = {0.321 0,0.41/1,0.58/1,0.651 O} 
high = {0.721 0,0.78/1,0.921 1,0.971 O} 
Specific Procedures to be Employed 
Rule Configuration 
Each rule consists of three antecedents and respective linguistic risk factor 
values (low, medium, or high), truth-values (low, medium, or high), weights (low, 
medium, or high), a consequent, and a certainty factor similar to the following 
pseudocode (see Figure 6): 
IF schedule risk is low (ts) (ws) and performance risk is high (tp) (wp) and cost 
risk is low (te) (we) THEN overall risk is low (CF), where ts, tp, te, Ws, wp, and We are 
equal to the schedule, performance, and cost linguistic risk factor truth and weight 
values; respectively, and the rule certainty factor (CF). Low, Medium, and high are 
also linguistic values for the truth-values, weights, and certainty factors. For the sake 
of clarity 
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of presentation, all possible production rules in the rule base were presented in Fuzzy 
CLIPS syntax as represented below (see Appendix C): 
(a) Deftemplate schedule; declaration of fuzzy variable group 
o 1; the variable's range 
((low (0.04 0) (0.1 1) (0.18 1) (0.23 0)); defines the trapezoidal variable for low 
(medium (0.32 0) (0.41 1) (0.58 1) (0.65 0)); defines the trapezoidal variable for 
medium 
(high (0.72 0) (0.78 1) (0.92 1) (0.970)); defines the trapezoidal variable for high 
(b) (engineering_risk_permutations; name of template for variables 
(slot schedule_risk 
(type symbol) 
(slot Performance_risk 
(type symbol) 
(slot coscrisk) 
(type symbol) 
(c) (Defrule engineering; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_permutations (schedule_risk) (performance_risk) 
(cosCrisk )) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "low")) 
(d) (assert (scheduling risk (schedule_risk low) (cosCrisk low) (performance_risk 
low). 
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In summary, the CLIPS rule syntax, the deftemplate construct (a) defines the 
trapezoidal fuzzy sets that define the risk factors). Construct (b) allocates slots for 
variable values similar to the record construct in Pascal, and construct (c) is the actual 
production rule termed "engineering," and whose antecedent 
"engineering_permutations" has "schedule_risk", "performance_risk," and 
"cosCrisk" as conditions. The values of the conditions can be "low," "medium," or 
"high." The rule states that IF "schedule_risk" and "performance_risk" and 
"cosCrisk" are all "low" THEN (the symbol =» display to the terminal "low." The 
ASSERT command enters the value "low" into the program for the variables. 
The expert system shell, Fuzzy CLIPS, was developed by the Canadian 
Research Council. Fuzzy CLIPS is an extension of CLIPS a widely used expert 
system shell developed by the National Space and Aeronautical Administration 
(NASA). Fuzzy Clips has the capability of using crisp and/or fuzzy rule components 
(antecedents and consequents). 
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Rule Truth-Value Derivation 
The conditions and the rules in the CLIPS rulebase listed in Appendix C were 
based on the Outrider risk assessment team's analysis (see Appendix D). All of 
Outrider's 520 rules were not necessary to evaluate the algorithms in question. Only 
the rules associated with the avionics section's risk analysis were required to conduct 
this evaluation. However, a complete listing of all possible rules for each risk area is 
provided in Appendix D. The subjective probabilities listed in the avionics division 
of the report for each section were translated to fuzzy trapezoidal sets and treated as 
the certainty factor for each risk area (see Appendix F). Similarly, the given risk 
factor weights were translated to fuzzy trapezoidal sets for their particular risk area 
(performance, cost, and schedule) and all antecedent truth-values were equal to unity 
for each certainty factor computation (see Appendix F). The truth-value for each rule 
was computed using both Chen's fuzzy-weighted mean algorithm and the geometric 
mean based algorithm. The resultant trapezoidal sets representing rule truth-values 
from each algorithmic method were translated to linguistic risk factors. In Chapter 4, 
these linguistic certainty factors were examined for differences in linguistic value 
relative to Table 3. 
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Formats for Presenting Results 
The MathCAD data from the modified and non-modified algorithms of Chen 
and Kandel representing the certainty factor variance were displayed in two function 
line graph plots: the rule truth-value as a function of the fuzzy weighted mean and as 
a function of the fuzzy geometric mean. Tabular presentation of the rule truth-values 
from the two functions were presented for side-by-side comparison. 
Projected Outcomes 
The results were expected to show that the linguistic rule truth-values 
derived from the fuzzy geometric mean algorithm would have significantly less 
statistical central tendency variance from that of the fuzzy weighted mean algorithm. 
Thus, this new algorithm should improve user confidence in expert system rule truth-
values because of the improved computational precision. 
Resource Requirements 
The following applications were used in this research: MathCAD, Microsoft 
Excel, and Fuzzy CLIPS syntax. 
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Summary 
Chapter 3 provided the process and empirical data necessary to determine that 
significant change was noted between the aggregate results from the revised examples 
in chapter two and the Outrider risk analysis. 
Kandel's weighted mean algorithm, 
Was translated to 
GMRi = [{(WRPI)(RPd {(WRP2)( RP2)} ... {(WRPn)(RPn)} {(WRc1)( 
RC I )} {(WRc2)(RC2)} .. . {(WRen )( RCn)} {(W eel)(CC I )} {(W cc2) 
(CC2)} .. . {(Ween cCn)} ] lin 
as a derivative of the geometric mean. 
Thus, 
Equation (5): CFx = MIN (CF, Wri) then became CFx = MIN(CF,GMRi). 
And similarly Chen's algorithm 
was translated to 
GM CF 
a a 
GMt, CFb 
(GMa , GMt" GMc ' GMd) . CF = GM CF 
c c 
GMd CFd 
(24) 
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for fuzzy trapezoidal variables. 
Chapter 4 presents the results of both Chen's and the geometric mean based 
algorithms' truth-value derivations for each of Outrider's avionic components risk 
areas (engineering, support, technology, requirement, management, and 
manufacture). All of the results are presented in tabular and graphical format. The 
tables have the following column headings: risk area, weight, antecedent truth-value, 
certainty factor, consequent, and rule truth-value (see Tables 3 and 4). 
The geometric algorithm presented here computed its fuzzy number products 
at the zero and one alpha cut levels, not continuously throughout the alpha cut value 
range of the fuzzy functions. Thus, this is in line with current practice as 
demonstrated in the literature by Chen (1996), Kandel (1986, 1992) and other 
researchers, otherwise the algorithm would be computationally intensive. 
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Chapter 4 
Results 
Introduction 
This chapter presents the results from the derivation of the truth-values 
of Outrider's avionics risk assessment rules selected from Appendix C. The truth-
values were derived by using the legacy algorithm advanced by Chen, fuzzy weighted 
arithmetic mean (FW AM), and the new fuzzy weighted geometric mean (FWGM) 
introduced in this report. Unique analysis perspectives are discussed in this chapter to 
highlight special computational considerations of the algorithms. The resultant 
computations are displayed in tabular and graphical form for comparative assessment 
of the truth-values generated from the two algorithms. The results did in fact show 
that the FWGM did produce a more precise fuzzy set representing the rule truth-
value. These fuzzy sets were more precise than those of the FW AM. The results 
tracked the proofs of Pecaric (1997), Urmanin (2000) and the commentary of Aiken 
(1970) as predicted. 
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Analysis 
Kandel's algorithm required little mathematical manipulation to convert from 
the weighted arithmetic mean to equation (23). This will be examined later in this 
paper. Whereas to convert Chen's algorithm from the weighted mean to the geometric 
mean required extensive matrix algebra manipulation. This is due to Chen's use of 
trapezoidal fuzzy sets to represent fuzzy linguistic terms, to wit: 
Rtv' = [(tl ® WI EB h ® W2 EB t3 ® W3/ WI EB W2 EB W3)] ® CF 
each factor is a fuzzy trapezoidal set as shown in the following matrices 
t1a ~a ~a 
t1b ~b ~b 
t1 
= 
t1c ~= ~c ~= ~c 
t1d ~d ~d 
W1a w2a w3a 
w1b 
w2 = 
w2b 
w3 = w3b w1 = CF = 
w1c w2c w3c 
w1d w2d w3d 
CFa 
CF b 
CFc 
CFd 
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Whereas an attempt to derive the geometric mean of the weights and truth factors of 
in the standard geometric mean formula 
Gm = (TI®WI) (T2 ® W2) (T3 ® W3)] 113 
is not defined for fuzzy trapezoidal sets. However, by aggregating all like elements of 
the fuzzy trapezoidal sets representing the weights and truth-values as follows: 
GIlla = [(WlatIa)(W2aha)( W3aha)] 113 = VI, I 
Gmb = [(WIbtIb)( W2bt2b)( W3bt3b)] 113 = VI,2 
Gme = [(WIehe)( W2ehe)( W3ehe)] 113 = VI,3 
Gmd = [(WldtId)( W2dhd)(W3et3d)] 113 = VI,4 
Gma, Gmb, Gme and Gmd can represent the geometric means of the aggregated 
trapezoidal elements ( a, b, c, d) of the fuzzy trapezoidal weights and truth-values. 
This produced a new trapezoidal set (Gma , Gmb , Gmc , Gffid) that is a weighted 
aggregate of all of the related weight and truth-value elements which then were 
factored with the vector CF to produce Rtv,' the rule truth-value. 
Kandel's algorithm, when converted to the geometric 
Mean: 
GMRi = [{(WRPI)(RPd {(WRP2)( RP2)} ... {(WRPn)(RPn)} {(WRc1)( 
RC I )} {(WRc2)(RC2)} ... {(WRen )( RCn)} {(Weel)(CC I )} {(Wee2 ) (CC2)} ... {(Ween 
cCn)} ] lin 
was straight forward since all the factors are crisp numbers representing fuzzy 
linguistic values (see Appendix A). 
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Findings 
Appendix G displays the computations of the geometric and weighted 
arithmetic mean based algorithms that generated the truth-values in Tables 4 and 5. 
The tables display the test inputs and rule truth-value results for Outrider's avionics 
risk areas: engineering (developmental risk), support (supportability risk), technology 
(technology obsolescence before deployment), requirement (impact of changes), 
management (impact of personnel change), and manufacture (production delay). 
The three risk impact elements (performance, cost, and schedule) have 
linguistic values (H = high, L = low, M = medium) which were extrapolated from 
Outrider's avionics tables in Appendix D. These are rule conditions (antecedents) 
with weights (w) also linguistic values (H = high, L = low, M = medium). The weight 
values were derived from tables in Appendix D, tables 9 - 14 in Appendix F, and 
trapezoidal fuzzy sets defined by Chen in Table 1. All of the antecedent truth-values 
(t) for each rule antecedent have the linguistic value of "H" which is equal to the 
fuzzy set value (0.78, 0.92, .06, .78) as defined in table 1. The linguistic value high 
was assigned to all antecedent truth-values to correspond to the sentiment of 
Outrider's risk assessment team's rule evaluation. Similarly, the rule certainty factors 
displayed in tables 4 and 5 were also derived by mapping values from the tables in 
Appendix E and Table 1. All of the matching rule consequents for the conditions 
(performance, cost, and schedule) in Tables 4 and 5 are identified in the tables by the 
designated rule number from the rule base in Appendix C. The aggregated rule truth 
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values (Rtv) were derived from the computations displayed in Appendix G. Figures 7 
through 9 are truth-value plots derived from the fuzzy weighted arithmetic mean 
(FW AM) and the fuzzy weighted geometric mean (FWGM) algorithm. These plots 
are for the airborne central processor's requirement risk, autopilot's technology risk, 
and autoland's engineering risk areas for the Outrider air vehicle. The other fifteen 
plots are displayed in Appendix H. 
It is clearly evident that the FWGM generated a more precise fuzzy weighted 
set than the FW AM. This is quite evident from inspecting figures 7 through 24 which 
plot the rule truth-values generated by the two algorithms. Examination of these 
figures also shows that the FWGM fuzzy set elements are less dispersed or closer in 
proximity to each other than those of the FW AM. 
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Table 4. Test Inputs and Results (Chen's Weighted Arithmetic Mean Algorithm) 
Avionics Component: Airborne Central Processor 
Risk Area Weight(w) Antecedent Truth Certainty Consequent Rule Truth 
(Antecedents) value (t) Factor Value (Tv) 
Engineering 
Perform. (H) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .031, .092, .011, 
Cost (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 65, (M) 0.179 (VL) 
Schedule (L) .01, .01 , .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
Support 
Perform. (H) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .031, .092, .011, 
Cost (M) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 93, (M) 0.179 (VL) 
Schedule (L) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
Technology 
Perform. (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .031, .092, .011, 
Cost (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 174, (L) 0.179 (VL) 
Schedule (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
Requirement 
Perform. (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .008, .009, .012 
Cost (M) .01, .01, .2,.07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 270, (M) 0.055 (VL) 
Schedule (M) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
Management 
Perform. (L) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .031, .092, .011, 
Cost (M) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 413, (L) 0.179 (VL) 
Schedule (L) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
Manufacture 
Perform. (L) .01 , .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .031, .092, .011, 
Cost (H) .01 , .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 444, (H) 0.179 (VL) 
Schedule (H) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
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Table 4 (Continued) 
Avionics Component: Autopilot 
Risk Area Weight (w) Antecedent Truth Certainty Consequent Rule Truth 
(Antecedents) value (t) Factor Value (Tv) 
Engineering 
Perform. (H) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .031, .092, .011, 
Cost (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 36, (M) 0.179 (VL) 
Schedule (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
Support 
Perform. (H) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .031, .092, .011, 
Cost (M)) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 122, (M) 0.179 (VL) 
Schedule (L) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
Technology 
Perform. (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .008, .009, .012 , 
Cost (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 203, (L) .055(VL) 
Schedule (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
Requirement 
Perform. (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .008, .009, .012 , 
Cost (M)) .01, .01 , .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 299, (M) .055(VL) 
Schedule (M)) .01, .01, .2,.07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
Management 
Perform. (L) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .031, .092, .011, 
Cost (M)) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 384, (L) 0.179 (VL) 
Schedule (L) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
Manufacture 
Perform. (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .008, .009, .012 , 
Cost (H) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 473, (H) .055(VL) 
Schedule (H) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
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Table 4 (Continued) 
Avionics Component: Autoland 
Risk Area Weight (w) Antecedent Truth Certainty Consequent Rule Truth 
(Antecedents) Value (t) Factor Value (Tv) 
Engineering 
Perform. (H) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .031, .092, .011, 
Cost (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 65, (M) 0.179 (VL) 
Schedule (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
Support 
Perform. (H) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .031, .092, .011, 
Cost (M) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 150, (M) 0.179 (VL) 
Schedule (L) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
Technology 
Perform. (L) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .04, .1, .1 8, .23 (L) .031, .092, .011, 
Cost (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 232, (L) 0.179 (VL) 
Schedule (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
Requirement 
Perform. (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .008, .009, .012 , 
Cost (M) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 327, (M) .055(VL) 
Schedule (M) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
Management 
" 
Perform. (L) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .04, .1, .18 , .23 (L) Rule 413, (L) .031, .092, .011, 
Cost (M) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 0.179 (VL) 
Schedule (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
Manufacture 
Perform. (L) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .031, .092, .011, 
Cost (H) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 502, (H) 0.179 (VL) 
Schedule (H) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
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Table 5. Test Inputs and Results (Geometric Mean Based Algorithm) 
Avionics Component: Airborne Central Processor 
Risk Area Weight (w) Antecedent Truth Certainty Consequent Rule Truth 
(Antecedents) Value (t) Factor Value (Tv) 
Engineering 
Perform. (H) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .0003, .0009, .00': 
Cost (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 7, (M) .013(VL) 
Schedule (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
Support 
Perform. (H) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .0001, .004, .001, 
Cost (M) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 93, (M) .03(VL) 
Schedule (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
Technology 
Perform. (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .0003, .0009, .00-: 
Cost (L) .01, .01 , .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 174, (L) .0 13 (VL) 
Schedule (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
Requirement 
Perform. (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .00008,.00009, 
" Cost (M) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 270, (L) .002, .004 (VL) 
Schedule (M) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
Management 
Perform. (L) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .0005, .002, .002, 
Cost (M) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule, 355(L) .02 (VL) 
Schedule (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
Manufacture 
Perform. (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .0003, .0009, .00 
Cost (H) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 444, (H) .01(VL) 
Schedule (H) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
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Table 5 (Continued) 
Avionics Component: Autopilot 
Risk Area Weight (w) Antecedent Truth Certainty Consequent Rule Truth 
(Antecedents) Value (t) Factor Value (Tv) 
Engineering 
Perform. (H) .78, .92, .06, .78 (R .78, .92, .06, .78 (H .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .001, .004, 
Cost (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 36, (M) .001, .03 (VL) 
Schedule (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
Support 
Perform. (H) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .004, .001, .00 
Cost (M) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 132, (M) .02 (VL) 
Schedule (L) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
Technology 
Perform. (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .00007, .00009 
Cost (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 203, (M .002, .004 (VL 
Schedule (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
Requirement 
Perform. (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .00008, .00009 
Cost (M) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 299, (M .002, .004 (VL 
Schedule (M) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
Management 
Perform. (L) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .0007, .004,.00 
Cost (M) .01 , .01, .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 384, (L) .03 (VL) 
Schedule (L) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
Manufacture 
Perform. (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .00008, .00009 
Cost (H) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 473, (H) .002, .004 (VL 
Schedule (H) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
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Table 5 (Continued) 
Avionics Component: Autoland 
Risk Area Weight (w) Antecedent Truth Certainty Consequent Rule Truth 
(Antecedents) Value (t) Factor Value (Tv) 
Engineering 
Perform. (H) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .0003, .0009, .002 
Cost (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 65, (M) .013(VL) 
Schedule (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
Support 
Perform. (H) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .0008, .004,.002 
Cost (M) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 150, (M) .028 (VL) 
Schedule (L) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
Technology 
Perform. (L) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .004, .001, .002, 
Cost (H) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 242, (H) .02 (VL) 
Schedule (H) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
Requirement 
Perform. (H) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .00008, .00009, 
Cost (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 324, (M) .002, .004 (V,L) 
Schedule (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
Management 
Perform. (H) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .0005, .001, .002, 
Cost (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 411, (M) .02 (VL) 
Schedule (L) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
Manufacture 
Perform. (L) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) .04, .1, .18, .23 (L) .0005, .001, .002, 
Cost (H) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) Rule 502, (H) .02 (VL) 
Schedule (H) .01, .01, .2, .07 (VL) .78, .92, .06, .78 (H) 
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Summary of Results 
It was expected that in the transformation of Outrider's fuzzy trapezoidal 
consequents to qualitative linguistic terms (high, medium, low, etc) that the linguistic 
terms of those derived from aggregates using the fuzzy weighted mean would be 
different than those linguistic terms derived utilizing the fuzzy weighted geometric 
mean. This was anticipated in light of the tighter variances due to the geometric 
mean. 
In fact, the truth-value aggregates derived from the fuzzy weighted 
geometric mean were smaller (suggesting less variance of the mean) in value than 
those of the fuzzy weighted mean. Appreciation of the impact the fuzzy weighted 
geometric mean (FWGM) versus the fuzzy weighted arithmetic mean (FW AM) had 
in reducing the rule truth-value aggregate dispersion is readily apparent in Figures 7 
through 24. 
The results produced truth-value factors and rules derived from the prior risk 
factor assessments of Outrider's Avionics components. The rule base produced in 
Appendix C covered all possible conditions in the uncertainty space applicable to 
each of Outrider's system components and risk areas. The truth-value factors added a 
dimension of computational assessment not available from the tables of the Outrider 
risk assessment report seen in Appendix D. The probability factors in this report were 
actually subjective probabilities not objective probabilities derived from empirical 
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., 
observation. This created uncertainty better managed by fuzzy set theory as 
expounded by Chen and Zadeh. 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusions, Implications, Recommendation and Summary 
Introduction 
Chapter 5 surnmmanzes the development and evaluation of the fuzzy 
weighted geometric mean algorithm for linguistic rule conditions. It also provides the 
ideas and suggestions for follow-on research to further expand the applications and 
validity of this algorithm. 
Conclusion 
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According to the literature, the algorithms of Chen and Kandel evaluated in 
this research represents the two prevalent applications of the weighted average in 
truth-value and certainty factor aggregation. Specifically, Kandel aggregated crisp " 
weights, truth-values and certainty factors to represent linguistic rule conditions. 
Whereas, Chen aggregated fuzzy weights, truth-values, and certainty factors to 
represent linguistic rule conditions. Chapter 4 and Appendix A showed that the 
precision of both Chen's and Kandel's algorithm was improved when geometric 
mean based. 
The geometric mean derived algorithms presented in this research will provide 
a more statistically precise rule truth-value and certainty factor aggregate than the 
fuzzy weighted arithmetic mean. This should provide users with more confidence in 
conclusions and/or decisions derived from expert systems and hybrid expert/decision 
support systems. These rule consequents may be those of business and/or tactical 
military decision makers or intelligent machine control systems. 
Implications 
This research developed a new innovative algorithm for improving the 
precision of expert system (fuzzy and crisp) production rule truth-value and certainty 
factor aggregation. The geometric mean based algorithms presented in this report will 
find application in rule bases where the conditions and truth-values and/or certainty 
factors are crisp or fuzzy. They may be employed in either fuzzy or non-fuzzy rule 
bases involved in military or business tactical decision support and analysis, flight 
control, and risk analysis. Specific applications such as pattern recognition in military 
(target recognition and prosecution), medical imaging, machine vision (pattern 
recognition), spectral analysis, and other general pattern recognition applications 
where statistical precision is valued are candidate applications. It is applications like 
these that can benefit most from small improvements in precision granularity. 
Recommendations 
A study regarding user assessment of a fuzzy expert system with a more 
statistically precise rule truth-value and certainty factor aggregate derived from the 
geometric mean would be of value. Would decision makers have more confidence in 
the conclusions derived from an expert system using this algorithm? In light of the 
medical diagnosis worked conducted by Chen (1994) and Anvari (1997), it is of 
particular interest as to whether more precision can be achieved in these applications 
with the geometric mean based algorithms presented in this report. For instance, 
would sharper medical images that provide more detail be possible with the geometric 
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mean based algorithm? What would be the user assessment of the results of a 
business decision support application of the modified Kandel algorithm (geometric 
mean based) versus the results from Kandel's original algorithm (weighted mean 
based)? Michael Moody (1993) investigated user preference for expert system rule 
certainty factors, and developed an expert system usability scale: The Expert System 
Satisfaction Measurement (E.S.S.M) scale. Which resultant conclusions from an 
expert system would users have the most confidence, those with weight, truth-value, 
and certainty factor aggregates derived from FW AM or FWGM algorithms? The 
E.S.S.M scale would be an appropriate tool to use in an evaluation of an expert 
system equipped with the FW AM or FWGM to determine user preference. 
Dr. Chen, in one of his applications, utilizes the FW AM in an algorithm to 
automatically generate unknown rule conditions for fuzzy rule bases (Chen, 1992). It 
would be interesting to evaluate the FWGM as a replacement for the FW AM in this 
application. The belief is that the algorithm would converge to the unknown rule 
condition quicker than with the FW AM. This assumption is primarily attributed to 
the tighter clusters or element groupings of the trapezoidal sets produced by the 
FWGM. 
Summary 
In Chapter 1, the ongoing debate between those from the school of probability 
and the new school of possibility theory was presented as related to expert system 
rule uncertainty. An introduction to the fuzzy logic component of possibility theory 
and its genesis was presented to provide background for its increasing utilization in 
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uncertainty managment. This chapter also presented MYCIN as the first expert 
system and its algorithm for handling rule uncertainty. It was revealed that most 
contemporary expert system rule uncertainty algorithms (crisp and fuzzy) are based 
on MYCIN's method of managing crisp rule uncertainty factors. Relative to 
managing fuzzy expert system rule uncertainty, the algorithms of Chen and Kandel, 
two contemporary researchers in this area, were presented. 
Chapter 2 provided detailed accounts of the MYCIN and fuzzy rule base 
algorithms of Chen and Kandel, both having extensive writings in the literature on the 
subject. Dr. Chen being the most prolific writer and researcher in applications of the 
fuzzy weighted arithmetic mean algorithm. A thorough review of Chen's algorithms 
that aggregate the fuzzy truth and weights of rule bases was presented. An example 
of Kandel's algorithm that utilized crisp numbers to represent the truth-values and 
weight factors of fuzzy antecedents was also presented. This algorithm presented a 
special case in that it can also be used to aggregate crisp rule truth-values and weights 
of rule conditions in crisp expert systems. Both Chen and Kandel sought to improve 
the confidence of expert system rule components (antecedents and consequents) 
through an aggregation of weights, truth-value factors, and certainty factors by 
applying the fuzzy weighted arithmetic mean. 
In Chapter 3, a fuzzy weighted geometric mean version of Chen's and 
Kandel's algorithm was presented: 
GMRi=[ {(WRPI)(RPI} {(WRP2)(RP2)} ... {(WRpn)(RPn)} {(WRel ) 
(RCI)} {(WRc2)(RC2)} ... {(WRen)(RCn)} {(Wecl)(CCI)} {(Wee2)(CC2)} ... {(Wee 
nCCn)} ]I/n 
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Chen (FWGM) 
and 
In Chapter 3, a description of the comparative methodology to delineate the 
differences in the computational precision of Chen's and Kandel's original algorithms 
versus the new geometric mean based algorithm was presented. Then, later in the 
chapter, the technique for transforming Chen's and Kandel's algorithms to employ 
the geometric mean for truth-value aggregation was detailed. Both of the modified 
algorithms were used to re-aggregate truth-value components of Chen's and Kandel's 
examples (l & 2). Truth-value aggregates of a revised US Department of Defense 
(DOD) risk analysis report were evaluated as part of a comparative analysis of the 
fuzzy weighted mean and the fuzzy weighted geometric mean. A FuzzyClips rule 
base consisting of linguistic risk factors was constructed to provide the risk conditions 
and consequents pertinent to the Outrider risk report for this comparative analysis. 
These rules were then used to provide the heurisitic structure for aggregating the 
truth-values and weights derived from the Outrider risk analysis tables in Appendix 
D. 
The results reported in Chapter 4 showed conclusively that the geometric 
mean based algorithm produced more concentrated and smaller fuzzy set values than 
those based on the fuzzy weighted mean. Improved precision was expected as a 
characteristic of the geometric mean. However, the tighter clustering of the fuzzy 
sets as displayed in Figures 7 through 24 was not expected but is consistent with 
smaller central tendency variance associated with the geometric mean. The general 
statement of the fuzzy weighted geometric mean algorithm utilized to generate the 
data presented in Chapter 4: 
Gma = [(Wlatla)(W2at2a) ... ( wnatna )] lin = Gml,1 
Gmb = [(Wlbtlb)( W2bt2b) ... ( Wnbtnb)] lin = Gm1,2 
Gmc = [(W1ctlc)( W2ct2c) ... ( wnctnc )] lin = Gm1,3 
Gmd = [(Wldtld)( W2dt2d) ... (Wnctnd )] lin = Gml,4 
and 
Gm = (Gma, Gmb,GIIlc,Gmd ) 
Thus the rule truth-value (Rtv) is 
Rtv = (Gm)(CF). 
It can be concluded based on the literature that Dr. Chen is currently the most 
published researcher regarding innovative applications of the fuzzy weighted 
arithmetic mean to heuristic rule bases. The FWGM should provide new heuristic 
rule application venues for researchers such as Dr. Chen and others (personal 
communication, University of California at Berkley, August 1999). 
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Appendix A 
Geometric mean algorithm results for Kandel's equation in example 1 
Per equation (21) 
GMRi = [{ (WRP1)(RP1} {(WRP2)( RP2)} ... {(WRPn ) (RPn) } {(WRc1)( 
RC1)} {(WRc2)(RC2)} ... {(WRcn )( RCn)} {(Wcc1)(CC1)} {(Wcc2 
)(CC2)} ... {(Wccn CCn)} ]1In 
Then applied to example 1 (Kandel, p. 579, 1992), 
GMR1 = [{ (0.91)(1)} {(0.95)(0.9)} {(1)(0.95)}] 113 = 0.904 
GMR2 = [{ (0.91)(1)} {(0.95)(0.95)} {(1)(0.85)}] 1/3 = 0.887 
Then, in comparison to 
WR1 = [(0.9)(1) +(0.95)(0.9) + (1)(0.95)]/(0.9 + 0.95 +1) = 0.95 
WR2 = [(0.9)(1) + (0.95)(0.95) + (1)(0.85)]/(0.9 + 0.95 + 1) = 0.93 
Of example 1, GMR2 ,GMR2 < W R1 , WR2 
Showing that GMR2 and GMR2 produce smaller aggregate values that are more 
precise by definition (Pecaric, 1997). 
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Appendix B 
Geometric mean algorithm results for Chen's equation, example 2 
RTV' = [(tl ® WI EB t2 ® W2 EB t3 ® W3/ WI EB W2 EB W3)] ® CF 
= [(very-high ® very-high EB high ® medium -high EB medium-high ® medium) 
/(very-high EB medium-high EB medium)] ® very-high 
= [(0. 0.975, 98, 1.0, 1.0) ® (0.975, 0.98, 1.0, 1.0) EB (0.72, 0.78, 0.92, 0.97) ® 
(0.58, 0.63, 0.80, 0.86) EB (0.58, 0.63, 0.80, 0.86) ® (0.32, 0.41, 0.58, 0.65) / (0. 
0.975,98, 1.0, 1.0) EB (0.58,0.63,0.80,0.86) EB (0.32,0.41,0.58,0.65)] ® (0. 0.975, 
98, 1.0, 1.0) = [(0.9506, 0.9604. 1.0,1.0) EB (0.4176, 0.4914, 0.736, 0.8342) EB 
(0.1856,0.2583,0.464,0.559)/ (1.875, 2.02, 2.38, 2.51)] ® (0.975, 0.98, 1.0, 1.0) 
= (0.808, 0.83, 0.924, 0.953) 
Rtv" = Rtv' ® high = (0.808, 0.83, 0.924, 0.953) ® (0.72, 0.78, 0.92, 0.97) 
= (0.582, 0.647, 0.850, 0.924) 
Per equation (20) 
Where, 
Gma = [(Wlatla)(W2at2a)(W3at3a)] 1/3 
= [{ (0.975)(0.975) }(0.58)(0.72)} {(0.32)(0.58)}] 1/3=0.42 
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Ii> 
Thus, 
= [{ (0.98)(0.98)} {(0.63)(0.78)} {(0.41)(0.63)}] 113 = 0.495 
( ) 1/3 Gme = [(Wletle)(W2ehe) W3et3e ] 
= [{ (1.0)(1.0)}{ (0.80)(0.92)}{ (0.58)(0.80)}] 113 = 0.324 
Gmd = [(Wldtld)(W2dt2d)(W3et3d)] 113 
= [{ (1.0)(1.0)}{ (0.86)(0.97)}{ (0.65)(0.86)}] 1/3 = 0.36 
Rtv'" = (Gma, Gmb, Gme, Gilld) ® (CFa, CFb, CFe, CFd) 
= (Gma, Gmb, Gme, Gmd) ® high 
= (0.42, 0.495, 0.324, 0.36) ® (0.72, 0.78, 0.92, 0.97) 
= (0.302, 0.386, 0.298, 0.349) 
Showing that Rtv'" < Rtv" primarily because of the reduction of central tendency 
measurement error provided by the geometric mean. 
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Appendix C 
CLIPS Outrider Rule Base 
Engineering Rule Base 
(Declarations) 
Deftemplate enginering_risk; declaration of fuzzy variable group 
01; the variable's range 
((low (0.04 0) (0.1 1) (0.18 1) (0.23 0)); defines the trapezoidal variable for low 
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(medium (0.32 0) (0.41 1) (0.58 1) (0.65 0)); defines the trapezoidal variable for medium 
(high (0.72 0) (0.78 1) (0.92 1) (0.97 0)); defines the trapezoidal variable for high 
(engineering_risk_permutations; name of template for variables 
(slot schedule 
(type symbol) 
(slot Performance) 
(type symbol) 
(slot cost) 
(type symbol) 
Airborne Central Processor 
(all possible rules) 
1. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "low")) 
2. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
3. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "low")) 
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4. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
5. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
6. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
7. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
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8. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "low")) 
9. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "low")) 
10. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
11. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "high")) 
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12. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
13. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
14. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
15. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
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.. 
16. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "low")) 
17. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
18. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
19. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
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.. 
20. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
21. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "high")) 
22. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
23. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
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... 
24. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "high")) 
25. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "high")) 
26. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "high")) 
27. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "high")) 
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28. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "high")) 
29. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "high")) 
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Engineering Rule-Base for the Autopilot 
(All possible rules) 
30. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "low")) 
31. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
32. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "low")) 
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33. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
34. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
35. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
36. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
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37. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "low")) 
38. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "low")) 
39. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
40. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "high")) 
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41. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
42. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
43. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
44. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
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45. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "low")) 
46. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
47. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
48. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
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49. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
50. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "high")) 
51. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
52. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
53. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
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(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "high")) 
54. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "high")) 
55. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "high")) 
56. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "high")) 
57. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
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(printout t "engineering_risk:" "high")) 
58. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "high")) 
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Engineeering Risk Rule-Base for the Automatic Landing System 
(all possible rules) 
59. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "low")) 
60. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
61. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "low")) 
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62. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost high» 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium"» 
63. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost high» 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium"» 
64. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost medium» 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium"» 
65. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost low» 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium"» 
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66. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "low")) 
67. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "low")) 
68. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
69. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(engineering_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "high")) 
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70. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost low» 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
71. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium") 
72. (Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost high» 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium") 
73. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium") 
74. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
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(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "low")) 
75. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
76. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
77. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
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78. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
79. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "high")) 
80. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedulejisk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
81 . Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "medium")) 
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82. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "high")) 
83. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "high")) 
84. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "high")) 
85. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "high")) 
86. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
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(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "high")) 
87. Defrule engineering_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "engineering_risk:" "high")) 
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Airborne Computer Processor 
(all possible rules) 
88. (Defrule supporCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(supporcrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "low")) 
89. (Defrule supporCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(support_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "medium")) 
90. (Defrule supporCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(support_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "low")) 
91. (Defrule supporCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(supporCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "medium")) 
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92. (Defrule supporCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(support_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporcrisk:" "medium")) 
93. (Defrule supporCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(support_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "medium")) 
94. (Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(supporCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "medium")) 
95. (Defrule supporCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(supporCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "low")) 
96. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(support_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
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(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "low")) 
97. (Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(supportjisk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "medium")) 
98. (Defrule supporcrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(supporCrisk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "high")) 
99. Defrule supporCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "medium")) 
100. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "medium")) 
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101. (Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "medium")) 
102. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "medium")) 
103. Defrule supporCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporcrisk:" "low")) 
104. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "medium")) 
105. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
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(cost low» 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "medium"» 
106. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high» 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "medium"» 
107. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost low» 
=> 
(printout t "supporcrisk:" "medium"» 
lOS. Defrule supporcrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost high» 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "high"» 
109. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost low» 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "medium"» 
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110. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost medium» 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "medium"» 
111. Defrule supporCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost low» 
=> 
(printout t "supporcrisk:" "high"» 
112. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high» 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "high"» 
113. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost low» 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "high"» 
114. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
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(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "high")) 
115. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporcrisk:" "high")) 
116. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "high")) 
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Autopilot 
(All possible rules) 
117. (Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(support_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "low")) 
118. (Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(support_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "medium")) 
119. (Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(support_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "low")) 
120. (Defrule supporCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(supporcrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
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(printout t "support_risk:" "medium")) 
121. (Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(support_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "medium")) 
122. (Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(supporCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "medium")) 
123. (Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(supporCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "medium")) 
124. (Defrule supporcrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(support_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "low")) 
Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
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(support_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "low")) 
125. (Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(support_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporcrisk:" "medium")) 
126. (Defrule supporcrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(support_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "high")) 
127. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "medium")) 
128. Defrule supporCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
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(printout t "support_risk:" "medium"» 
129. (Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost high» 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "medium"» 
130. Defrule supporcrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost high» 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "medium"» 
131. Defrule supporCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost low» 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "low"» 
132. Defrule supporcrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high» 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "medium"» 
133. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
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(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "medium")) 
134. Defrule supporCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "medium")) 
135. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "medium")) 
136. Defrule supporCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "high")) 
137. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
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(printout t "support_risk:" "medium")) 
138. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "medium")) 
139. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporcrisk:" "high")) 
140. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "high")) 
141. Defrule supporcrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporcrisk:" "high")) 
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-----------------------------------~1 
142. Defrule supporCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "high")) 
143. Defrule supporCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporcrisk:" "high")) 
144. Defrule supporcrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "high")) 
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Automatic Landing System 
(all possible rules) 
145. (Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(support_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "low")) 
146. (Defrule supporCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(support_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "medium")) 
147. (Defrule supporCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(supporCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "low")) 
148. (Defrule supporcrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(supporCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "medium")) 
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149. (Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(support_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "medium")) 
150. (Defrule supporcrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(support_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "medium")) 
151. (Defrule supporCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(support_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "medium")) 
152. (Defrule supporcrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(supporCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "low")) 
153. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(support_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
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(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "low")) 
154. (Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(support_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "medium")) 
155. (Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(support_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "high")) 
156. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporcrisk:" "medium")) 
157. Defrule supporCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "medium")) 
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158. (Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "medium")) 
159. Defrule supporCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "medium")) 
160. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "low")) 
161 . Defrule supporcrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "medium")) 
162. Defrule supporCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
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(cost low» 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "medium"» 
163. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high» 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "medium"» 
164. Defrule supporCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost low» 
=> 
(printout t "supporcrisk:" "medium"» 
165. Defrule supporCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost high» 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "high"» 
166. Defrule supporCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost low» 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "medium"» 
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167. Defrule supporcrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "medium")) 
168. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "high")) 
169. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "high")) 
170. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "high")) 
171. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
, 
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(cost medium» 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "high"» 
172. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost high» 
=> 
(printout t "supporCrisk:" "high"» 
173. Defrule support_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost medium» 
=> 
(printout t "support_risk:" "high"» 
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Technology Rule-Base 
(Declarations) 
Deftemplate technology_risk; declaration of fuzzy variable group 
o 1; the variable's range 
((low (0.04 0) (0.1 1) (0.18 1) (0.23 0)); defines the trapezoidal variable for low 
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(medium (0.32 0) (0.41 1) (0.58 1) (0.650)); defines the trapezoidal variable for medium 
(high (0.72 0) (0.78 1) (0.92 1) (0.97 0)); defines the trapezoidal variable for high 
(technology _risk_permutations; name of template for variables 
(slot schedule 
(type symbol) 
( slot Performance) 
(type symbol) 
(slot cost) 
(type symbol) 
Airborne Central Processor 
(all possible rules) 
174. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology _risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "low")) 
175. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
176. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "low")) 
177. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
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178. (Defrule technology _risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
179. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
180. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
181. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology _risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "low")) 
182. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
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(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "low")) 
183. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
184. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "high")) 
185. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
186. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
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187. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
188. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
189. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "low")) 
190. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
191. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
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(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
192. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
193. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
194. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "high")) 
195. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
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196. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
197. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "high")) 
198. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "high")) 
199. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "high")) 
200. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule~risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
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(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "high")) 
201. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "high")) 
202. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "high")) 
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Technology Rule-Base for the Autopilot 
(All possible rules) 
203. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "low")) 
204. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
205. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "low")) 
206. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
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207. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
208. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
209. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
210. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "low")) 
211. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
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(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "low")) 
212. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
213. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "high")) 
214. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
215. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
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216. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
217. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
218. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "low")) 
219. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
220. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
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(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium") 
221. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high») 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium"» 
222. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost low» 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium"» 
223. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost high» 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "high"» 
224. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost low» 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium"» 
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225. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
226. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "high")) 
227. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "high")) 
228. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "high")) 
229. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
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(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "high")) 
230. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "high")) 
231. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "high")) 
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Technology Risk Rule-Base for the Automatic Landing System 
(all possible rules) 
232. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "low")) 
233. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
234. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "low")) 
235. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
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236. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
237. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
238. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
239. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "low")) 
240. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
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(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "low")) 
241. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
242. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(technology_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "high")) 
243. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
244. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
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245. (Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
246. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
247. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "low")) 
248. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
249. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
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(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
250. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
251. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
252. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "high")) 
253. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
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254. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "medium")) 
255. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "high")) 
256. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "high")) 
257. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "high")) 
258. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
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(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "high")) 
259. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "high")) 
260. Defrule technology_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "technology_risk:" "high")) 
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Requirements Rule Base 
(Declarations) 
Deftemplate requiremenCrisk; declaration of fuzzy variable group 
01; the variable's range 
((low (0.04 0) (0.1 1) (0.18 1) (0.23 0»; defines the trapezoidal variable for low 
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(medium (0.32 0) (0.41 1) (0.58 1) (0.65 0»; defines the trapezoidal variable for medium 
(high (0.72 0) (0.78 1) (0.92 1) (0.970»; defines the trapezoidal variable for high 
(requiremenCrisk_permutations; name of template for variables 
(slot schedule 
(type symbol) 
(slot Performance) 
(type symbol) 
(slot cost) 
(type symbol) 
Requirement Rule-Base for the Airborne Computer Processor 
(all possible rules) 
261. (Defrule requiremencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "low")) 
262. (Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremencrisk:" "medium")) 
263. (Defrule requirement_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "low")) 
264. (Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremencrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremencrisk:" "medium")) 
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265. (Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium")) 
266. (Defrule requirement_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremencrisk:" "medium")) 
267. (Defrule requirement_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium")) 
268. (Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "low")) 
269. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
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(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "low")) 
270. (Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremenCrisk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "requirement_risk:" "medium")) 
271. (Defrule requirement_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremenCrisk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requirement_risk:" "high")) 
272. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "requirement_risk:" "medium")) 
273. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium")) 
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274. (Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule _risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium")) 
275. Defrule requirement_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium")) 
276. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremencrisk:" "low")) 
277. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium")) 
278. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
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(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "requirement_risk:" "medium")) 
279. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium")) 
280. Defrule requiremencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:': "medium")) 
281. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremencrisk:" "high")) 
282. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium")) 
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283. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium")) 
284. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "high")) 
285. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "high")) 
286. Defrule requiremencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "high")) 
287. Defrule requiremencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
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(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "high")) 
288. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "high")) 
289. Defrule requirement_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremencrisk:" "high")) 
" 
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Requirement Rule-Base for the Autopilot 
(All possible rules) 
290. (Defrule requiremencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "low")) 
291. (Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremencrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremencrisk:" "medium")) 
292. (Defrule requiremencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremencrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "low")) 
293. (Defrule requiremencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium")) 
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294. (Defrule requirement_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requirement_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost high» 
=> 
(printout t "requiremencrisk:" "medium"» 
295. (Defrule requiremencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost medium» 
=> 
(printout t "requiremencrisk:" "medium"» 
296. (Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost low» 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium"» 
297. (Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost low» 
=> 
(printout t "requiremencrisk:" "low"» 
298. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
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(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "low")) 
299. (Defrule requirement_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremenCrisk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium")) 
300. (Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremenCrisk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "high")) 
301. Defrule requirement_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium")) 
302. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost medium )) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium")) 
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303. (Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium")) 
304. Defrule requiremencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium")) 
305. Defrule requiremencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "low")) 
306. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremencrisk:" "medium")) 
307. Defrule requirement_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
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(cost low» 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium"» 
308. Defrule requiremencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high» 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium"» 
309. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost low» 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium"» 
310. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost high» 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "high"» 
311. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost low» 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium"» 
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312. Defrule requiremencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium")) 
313. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "high")) 
314. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "high")) 
315. Defrule requiremencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "high")) 
316. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
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(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "high")) 
317. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremencrisk:" "high")) 
318. Defrule requiremencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "requirement_risk:" "high")) 
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Requirements Rule-Base for the Automatic Landing System 
(all possible rules) 
319. (Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremencrisk:" "low")) 
320. (Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium")) 
(Defrule requiremencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "low")) 
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321. (Defrule requiremencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium")) 
322. (Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremencrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium")) 
323. (Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremencrisk:" "medium")) 
324. (Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremencrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "requirement_risk:" "medium")) 
325. (Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremencrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
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(cost low» 
=> 
(printout t "requirement_risk:" "low"» 
326. Defrule requiremencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost medium» 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "low"» 
327. (Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requiremenCrisk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost medium» 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium"» 
328. (Defrule requiremencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(requirement_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high» 
=> 
(printout t "requiremencrisk:" "high"» 
329. Defrule requiremencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost low» 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium"» 
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330. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium")) 
331. (Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium")) 
332. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium")) 
333. Defrule requiremencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "low")) 
334. Defrule requiremencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
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330. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium")) 
331. (Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium")) 
332. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremencrisk:" "medium")) 
333. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "low")) 
334. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
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(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremencrisk:" "medium")) 
335. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium")) 
336. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium")) 
337. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremencrisk:" "medium")) 
338. Defrule requiremencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "high")) 
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339. Defrule requirement_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "medium")) 
340. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremencrisk:" "medium")) 
341. Defrule requirement_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremencrisk:" "high")) 
342. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremencrisk:" "high")) 
343. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
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(cost low» 
=> 
(printout t "requirement_risk:" "high"» 
344. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost medium) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremencrisk:" "high")) 
345. Defrule requirement_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "high")) 
346. Defrule requiremenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost medium» 
=> 
(printout t "requiremenCrisk:" "high"») 
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Management Rule Base 
(Declarations) 
Deftemplate managemenCrisk; declaration of fuzzy variable group 
01; the variable's range 
((low (0.04 0) (0.1 1) (0.18 1) (0.23 0)); defines the trapezoidal variable for low 
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(medium (0.32 0) (0.41 1) (0.58 1) (0.65 0)); defines the trapezoidal variable for medium 
(high (0.72 0) (0.78 1) (0.92 1) (0.97 0)); defines the trapezoidal variable for high 
(managemenCrisk_permutations; name of template for variables 
(slot schedule 
(type symbol) 
(slot Performance) 
(type symbol) 
(slot cost) 
(type symbol) 
Management Rule-Base for the Airborne Computer Processor 
(all possible rules) 
347. (Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(managemenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "low")) 
348. (Defrule management_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(managemencrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "medium")) 
349. (Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(managemenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "low")) 
350. (Defrule managemencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(managemenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "medium")) 
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351. (Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(managemenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "medium")) 
352. (Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(managemenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "medium")) 
353. (Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(managemenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemencrisk:" "medium")) 
354. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(managemenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "low")) 
355. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(managemenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
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(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "low")) 
356. (Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(managemencrisk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "management_risk:" "medium")) 
357. (Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(management_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "high")) 
358. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "management_risk:" "medium")) 
359. Defrule managemencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "medium")) 
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360. (Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "medium")) 
361. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "medium")) 
362. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "low")) 
363. Defrule managemencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "medium")) 
364. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
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(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "management_risk:" "medium")) 
365. Defrule management_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemencrisk:" "medium")) 
366. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemencrisk:" "medium")) 
367. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemencrisk:" "high")) 
368. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "medium")) 
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369. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemencrisk:" "medium")) 
370. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "high")) 
371. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "high")) 
372. Defrule management_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "high")) 
373. Defrule managemencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
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(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "high")) 
374. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "high")) 
375. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemencrisk:" "high")) 
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Management Rule-Base for the Autopilot 
(All possible rules) 
376. (Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(managemencrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "low")) 
377. (Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(managemenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "medium")) 
378. (Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(managemencrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "low")) 
379. (Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(managemenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "management_risk:" "medium")) 
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380. (Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(managemenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "medium")) 
381. (Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(managemenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemencrisk:" "medium")) 
382. (Defrule management_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(managemencrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemencrisk:" "medium")) 
383. (Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(managemenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "low")) 
384. Defrule management-':'risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(managemenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
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(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "low")) 
385. (Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(management_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "medium")) 
386. (Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(managemenCrisk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "high")) 
387. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "medium")) 
388. Defrule managemencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "medium")) 
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389. (Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "medium")) 
390. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemencrisk:" "medium")) 
391. Defrule management_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemencrisk:" "low")) 
392. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemencrisk:" "medium")) 
393. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
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. 
( 
( 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "medium")) 
394. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "medium")) 
395. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemencrisk:" "medium")) 
396. Defrule managemencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "high")) 
397. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "medium")) 
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398. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "medium")) 
399. Defrule managemencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "high")) 
400. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "high")) 
401. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "high")) 
402. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
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(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost medium» 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "high"» 
403. efrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost high» 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "high"» 
404. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost medium» 
=> 
(printout t "managemencrisk:" "high"» 
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Management Risk Rule-Base for the Automatic Landing System 
(all possible rules) 
405. (Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(managemenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "management_risk:" "low")) 
406. (Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(managemencrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
P' 
(cost high)) ;. •. 
=> 
(printout t "management_risk:" "medium")) 
407. (Defrule management_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(managemenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemencrisk:" "low")) 
408. (Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(management_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "medium")) 
409. (Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(managemencrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost high» 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "medium"» 
410. (Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(managemencrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost medium» 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "medium"» 
411. (Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(managemenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost low» 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "medium"» 
412. (Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(managemenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost low» 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "low"» 
413. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(managemenCrisk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
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t "management_risk:" "low")) 
(Defrule managementJisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(managemencrisk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
=(1JI'intolllt t "management_risk:" "medium")) 
(Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(managemencrisk_pennutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "high")) 
16. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_pennutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "medium")) 
417. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
( chedule_risk_pennutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost medium )) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "medium")) 
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418. (Defrule management_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost high» 
=> 
(printout t "managemencrisk:" "medium"» 
419. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost high» 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "medium"» 
420. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost low» 
=> 
(printout t "management_risk:" "low"» 
421. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high» 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "medium"» 
422. Defrule managemencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
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(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemencrisk:" "medium")) 
423. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "medium")) 
424. Defrule managemencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "medium")) 
425. Defrule managemencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemencrisk:" "high")) 
426. Defrule managemencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "management_risk:" "medium")) 
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427. Defrule managemencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "medium")) 
428. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "high")) 
429. Defrule management_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemencrisk:" "high")) 
430. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemencrisk:" "high")) 
431. Defrule managemencrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
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(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "high")) 
432. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "high")) 
433. Defrule managemenCrisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "managemenCrisk:" "high")) 
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Manufacture Rule Base 
(Declarations) 
Deftemplate manufacture_risk; declaration of fuzzy variable group 
01; the variable's range 
((low (0.04 0) (0.11) (0.18 1) (0.23 0)); defines the trapezoidal variable for low 
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(medium (0.32 0) (0.41 1) (0.58 1) (0.65 0)); defines the trapezoidal variable for medium 
(high (0.72 0) (0.78 1) (0.92 1) (0.97 0)); defines the trapezoidal variable for high 
(manufacture_risk_permutations; name of template for variables 
(slot schedule 
(type symbol) 
(slot Performance) 
(type symbol) 
(slot cost) 
(type symbol) 
Airborne Computer Processor 
(all possible rules) 
434. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "low")) 
435. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
436. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "low")) 
437. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
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438. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
439. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
440. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
441. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "low")) 
442. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
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=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "low")) 
443. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
444. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "high")) 
445. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
446. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
447. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
448. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
449. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "low")) 
450. Defrule manufacturejisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
451. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
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=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
452. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
453. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
454. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "high")) 
455. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
456. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
457. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "high")) 
458. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "high")) 
459. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "high")) 
460. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
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(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "high")) 
461. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "high")) 
462. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "high")) 
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Manufacture Rule-Base for the Autopilot 
(All possible rules) 
463. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "low")) 
464. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
465. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "low")) 
466. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture _risk:" "medium")) 
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467. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost high» 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium"» 
468. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost medium» 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium"» 
469. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost low» 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium"» 
470. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost low» 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "low"» 
471. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
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(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture _risk:" "low")) 
472. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
473. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture _risk:" "high")) 
474. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
475. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture _risk:" "medium")) 
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476. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
477. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
478. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "low")) 
479. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
480. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
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(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
481. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
482. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
483. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "high")) 
484. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
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485. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
486. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "high")) 
487. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "high")) 
488. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "high")) 
489. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
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(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "high")) 
490. Defrule manufacture_fisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_fisk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "high")) 
491. Defrule manufacture_fisk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "high")) 
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Manufacture Risk Rule-Base for the Automatic Landing System 
(all possible rules) 
492. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture _risk:" "low")) 
493. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
494. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "low")) 
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495. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
496. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
497. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
498. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
499. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance medium) 
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(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "low")) 
500. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule low) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "low")) 
501. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
502. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(manufacture_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "high")) 
503. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
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504. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
505. (Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
506. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
507. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
'(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "low")) 
508. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
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(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
509. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
510. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
511. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule medium) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
512. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "high")) 
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513. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
514. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "medium")) 
515. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture _risk:" "high")) 
516. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "high")) 
517. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
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(cost low)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "high")) 
518. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance low) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "high")) 
519. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance medium) 
(cost high)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "high")) 
520. Defrule manufacture_risk; rule declaration for one permutation 
(schedule_risk_permutations (schedule high) (performance high) 
(cost medium)) 
=> 
(printout t "manufacture_risk:" "high")) 
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Appendix D 
Outrider's Risk Analysis Report 
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OUTRIDER SYSTEM RISK ASSSESSMENT 
FUNCTIONAL AREA 
s 
TOTALS 
RISK TOTALS 
37.4 
40.5 
19.42 
73.14 
9.6 
180.06 
OUTRIDER RISK ASSESSMENT 
ELEMENTS 
WINGS 
LANDING GEAR 
BRAKES 
SERVOS 
INSTRUCTOR TRAINING 
TMs 
SPARES 
AV RELIABILITY 
PAYLOAD 
ACP 
AUTOPILOT 
AUTOLAND 
FUEL PUMP 
TOTALS 
ELEMENTS 
FUSELAGE 
ELEMENTS NOT SCORING ABOVE 4.8 
STAB I LATO R 
VENTRAL RUDDER 
EMERGENCY RECOVERY SYSTEM 
STAFF PLANNING COURSE 
lMDC 
SINGLE C-130 TRANSPORTABILITY 
MODULAR MISSION PAYLOAD 
PAYLOAD DATA PROCESSOR 
GOT 
HMMWV & SHELTER 
GCS 
AUXILIARY POWER 
AIR VEHICLE TRAILER 
TCS COMPATIBLE 
ENGINE ELECTRONICS 
DATA TERMINAL 
SCORE 
9 
8.8 
11.2 
8.4 
14.7 
5 
4.8 
16 
19.42 
17.9 
33.74 
21.5 
9.6 
180.06 
SCORE 
0.62 
0.8 
0.6 
1.8 
o 
8 
4.8 
1.8 
3.42 
2.2 
2.2 
2.2 
2.2 
2.2 
2.2 
o 
o 
0.1 
3.2 
1 
2 
2.8 
ELEMENT: ENGINEERING 
WINGS PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 7 
COST 0 
SCHEDULE 1 
0.2 
SUB TOTAL 1.6 
OUTRIDER SYSTEM RISK ASSESSMENT 
(AIRFRAME) 
SUPPORT TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT MANAGEMENT 
PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 1 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 7 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 0 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 
COST 0 COST 0 COST 0 COST 
SCHEDULE 1 SCHEDULE 3 SCHEDULE 0 SCHEDULE 
0.2 0.5 0 0.2 
SUB TOTAL 0.4 SUB TOTAL 5 SUB TOTAL 0 SUB TOTAL 
" 
MANUFACURE 
5 PROBABILITY PERFORMANC 3 
0 COST 0 
1 SCHEDULE 1 ' 
0.2 
1.2 SUBTOTAL O.B 
TOTAL RISK 
SCORE 9 
ELEMENT: 
LANDING 
GEAR 
ENGINEERING 
PROBABILITY PERFORMANC 7 
COST 0 
SCHEDULE 5 
0.5 
SUB TOTAL 6 
OUTRIDER SYSTEM RISK ASSESSMENT 
(AIRFRAME) 
SUPPORT TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT MANAGEMENT 
PROBABILITY PERFORMANC 7 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 1 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 0 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 
COST 0 COST 0 COST 0 COST 
SCHEDULE 5 SCHEDULE 0 SCHEDULE 0 SCHEDULE 
0.2 0.2 0 0.2 
SUB TOTAL 2.4 SUB TOTAL 0.2 SUB TOTAL 0 SUB TOTAL 
--
" 
MANUFACTURE 
1 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 0 
0 COST 0 
0 SCHEDULE 0 
0.01 
0.2 SUB TOTAL 0 
TOTAL RISK 
SCORE B.B 
~ 
BRAKING 
ENGINEERING 
PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 
COST 
SCHEDULE 
0.7 
SUBTOTAL 
7 
0 
3 
7 
OUTRIDER SYSTEM RISK ASSESSMENT 
(AIRFRAME) 
SUPPORT TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT MANAGEMENT • 
PROBABILITY PERFORMANC 7 PROBABILITY PERFORMANC 7 PROBABILITY PERFORMANC 0 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 
COST 0 COST 0 COST 0 COST 
SCHEDULE 3 SCHEDULE 3 SCHEDULE 0 SCHEDUlE 
0.2 0.2 0 0.2 
SUBTOTAL 2 SUBTOTAL 2 SUB TOTAL 0 SUB TOTAL 
- --- ----- ----- ---
" 
MANUFACTURE 
1 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 0 
0 COST 0 
0 SCHEDULE 0 
0.01 
0.2 SUBTOTAL 0 
TOTAL RISK 
SCORE 11.2 
ELEMENT: 
AIRFRAME 
SERVOS 
ENGINEERING 
PROBABILITY PERFORMANC 
COST 
SCHEDULE 
0.7 
SUB TOTAL 
5 
0 
3 
5.6 
OUTRIDER SYSTEM RISK ASSESSMENT 
(AIRFRAME) 
SUPPORT TECHNOLOGY ilEQUIREMENT MANAGEMENT 
PROBABILITY . PERFORMANCE 7 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 0 PROBAeILITY PERFORMANCE 0 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 
COST 0 COST 0 COST 0 COST 
SCHEDULE 5 SCHEDULE· 0 SCHEDULE 0 SCHEDULE 
0.2 0.2 0 0.Q1 
SUB TOTAL 2.4 SUBTOTAL 0 SUBTOTAL 0 SUBTOTAL 
_. 
" 
MANUFACTURE I 
0 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 11 
0 COST o I 
0 SCHEDULE 1 
0.2 
0 SUBTOTAL 0.4 
TOTAL RISK 
SCORE 8.4 
ELEMENT: 
INSTRUCTOR 
TRAINING 
ENGINEERING 
PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 
COST 
SCHEDULE 
0.2 
SUBTOTAL 
7 
0 
7 
2.8 
OUTRIDER SYSTEM RISK ASSESSMENT 
(LOGISTICS) 
SUPPORT TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT MANAGEMENT 
PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 7 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 0 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 0 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 
COST 0 COST 0 COST 0 COST 
SCHEDULE 10 SCHEDULE 0 SCHEDULE 0 SCHEDULE 
0.7 0 0 0 
SUB TOTAl 11.9 SUBTOTAl 0 SUBTOTAl 0 SUB TOTAL 
-- -- - ---- ----------- --
.. 
MANUFACTURE 
0 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 0 
0 COST o ' 
0 SCHEDULE 0 
0 
0 SUBTOTAl 0 
TOTAL RISK 
SCORE 14.7 
ELEMENT: ENGINEERING 
TMs PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 5 
COST 0 
0.2 SCHEDULE 7 
SUB TOTAL 2.4 
OUTRIDER SYSTEM RISK ASSESSMENT 
(LOGISTICS) 
SUPPORT TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT MANAGEMENT 
PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 1 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 0 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 0 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 
COST 0 COST 0 COST 0 COST 
0.5 SCHEDULE 3 0 SCHEDULE 0 0 SCHEDULE . 0 0.3 SCHEDULE 
SUBTOTAL 2 SUBTOTAL . 0 SUBTOTAL 0 SUBTOTAL 
.. 
--- ---
,., 
MANUFACTURE 
1 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 0 
0 COST 0 
1 0 SCHEDULE 0 
0.6 SUB TOTAL 0 
TOTAL RISK 
SCORE 5 
ELEMENT; 
SPARES 
ENGINEERING 
PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 
COST 
0.3 SCHEDUlE 
SUBTOTAl 
5 
0 
7 
3.6 
OUTRIDER SYSTEM RISK ASSESSMENT 
(LOGISTICS) 
SUPPORT TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT MANAGEMENT 
PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 3 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 0 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 0 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 
COST 0 COST 0 COST 0 COST 
0.3 SCHEDUlE 1 0.1 SCHEDULE 0 0 .SCHEDULE 0 0 SCHEDULE 
SUBTOTAL 1.2 SUBTOTAL 0 SUBTOTAL 0 SUBTOTAL 
" 
MANUFACTURE 
0 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 0 
0 COST 0 
0 0.3 SCHEDUlE 0 
0 SUB TOTAL 0 
TOTAl RISK 
SCORE 4.8 
ELEMENT; 
AIR VEHICLE 
REUABIUTY 
ENGINEERING 
PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 7 
COST 0 
0.5 SCHEDULE 9 
SUB TOTAL 8 
OUTRIDER SYSTEM RISK ASSESSMENT 
(LOGISTICS) 
SUPPORT TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT MANAGEMENT 
PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 7 PROBABIUTY PERFORMANCE 0 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 0 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 
GOST 0 COST 0 COST 0 COST 
0.5 SCHEDULE 9 0 SCHEDULE 0 0 SCHEDULE 0 0 SCHEDULE 
SUBTOTAL 8 SUBTOTAL 0 SUBTOTAL 0 SUBTOTAL 
'" 
MANUFACTURE 
0 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE . 0 
0 COST 0 
0 0 SCHEDULE 0 
0 S.UBTOTAL 0 
TOTAL RISK 
SCORE 16 
ELEMENT; 
PAYLOAD 
INTEGRATION 
ENGINEERING 
PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 
COST 
0.5 SCHEDULE 
SUBTOTAL 
25 
0 
7 
16 
OUTRIDER SYSTEM RISK ASSESSMENT 
(PAYLOAD) 
SUPPORT TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT MANAGEMENT 
PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 10 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 0 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 0 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 
COST 0 COST 0 COST 0 COST 
0.2 SCHEDULE 5 0 SCHEDULE 0 0 SCHEDULE 0 0.2 SCHEDULE 
SUB TOTAL 3 SUBTOTAL 0 SUB TOTAl 0 SUB TOTAl 
" 
MANUFACTURE 
1 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 1 
0 COST 0 
1 0.01 SCHEDUlE 1 
0.4 SUBTOTAl 0.02 
TOTAL RISK 
SCORE 19.42 
ELEMENT; 
AIRBORNE 
CENTRAL 
PROCESSOR 
ENGINEERING 
PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 
COST 
0.5 SCHEDULE 
SUBTOTAL 
25 
0 
1 
13 
OUTRIDER SYSTEM RISK ASSESSMENT 
(AVIONICS) 
SUPPORT TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT MANAGEMENT 
PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 3 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 0 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 0 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 
COST 0 COST 0 COST 0 COST 
0.2 SCHEDULE 5 0.2 SCHEDULE 0 0 SCHEPULE 0 0.3 SCHEDULE 
SUBTOTAL 1.6 SUBTOTAL 0 SUBTOTAL 0 SUBTOTAL 
~ ,~-~ ~ ~ -- - _._--- --
" 
MANUFACTURE ! 
10 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 0 
0 COST 0 
1 0 SCHEDULE 0 
3.3 SUBTOTAL 0 
TOTAL RISK 
SCORE 17.9 
ELEMENT; 
AUTOPILOT 
ENGINEERING 
PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 
COST 
0.7 SCHEDULE 
SUBTOTAL 
25 
0 
7 
22.4 
SUPPORT 
PROBABIUTY PERFORMANCE 10 
COST 0 
0.5 SCHEDULE 7 
SUBTOTAL 8.5 
SYSTEM RISK ASSESSMENT 
(A VIONICS) , 
TECHNOLOGY · REQUIREMENT. MANAGEMENT 
PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 1 PROBABILITY PERFORMANC 0 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 
COST 0 COST 0 COST 
0.01 SCHEDULE 1 0 SCHEDULE 0 0.2 SCHEDULE 
SUBTOTAL 0.02 SUBTOTAL 0 SUBTOTAL 
., 
MANUFACTURE I 
7 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 1 
0 COST 0 
7 0.01 SCHEDULE 1 
2.8 SUBTOTAL 0.02 
TOTAL RISK 
SCORE 33.74 
ELEMENT; ENGINEERING. 
AUTOLAND PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 10 
COST 0 
0.7 SCHEDULE 1 
SUBTOTAL 7.7 
OUTRIDER SYSTEM RISK ASSESSMENT 
(AVIONICS) 
SUPPORT TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT MANAGEMENT 
PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 1 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 10 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 0 PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE 
COST 0 COST 0 COST 0 COST 
0.3 SCHEDULE 1 0.7 SCHEDULE 1 0 SCHEDULE 0 0.3 SCHEDULE 
SUBTOTAL 0.6 SUB TOTAL . 7.7 SUBTOTAL 0 SUBTOTAL 
" 
MANUFACTURE 
10 PROBABILITY PERFO.RMANCE. 10 
0 COST 0 
1 0.2 SCHEDULE 1 
3.3 SUBTOTAL 2.2 
TOTAL RISK 
SCORE 21.5 
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Appendix E 
Department of Defense Tables: Quantification of probability and impact of technical 
failure 
OPERATIONAL DRIVERS 
USER PERSPECTIVE 
REQUIREMENTS 
STABILITY 
TEST ENVIRONMENT 
OnE RESULTS 
QUANTIFICATION 
TECHNICAL 
PERFORMANCE 
USABILITY 
RELIABILITY 
FLEXIBILITY 
SUPPORTABILITY 
INTEGRIIY 
PERFORMANCE 
ENVELOPE' 
ADEQUACY 
EXPANDABILITY 
ENHANCEMENTS 
THREAT 
IMPACT 
LOW 
(0.0 - 0.3) 
Compatible with the 
user environment 
Uttle or no change 
Representative of the 
user environment 
Test errors!failures 
are correctable 
Primarily objective 
User friendly 
Quantification of Probability and 
Impact of Technical Failure 
MAGNITUDE; 
MEDIUM 
(0.4 - 0.5) 
Some incompatibilities 
. ,Some contTo"~ change 
Some aspects are 
not representative 
Some errorslfailures are 
not correctable before IOC 
Some subjectivity 
Mildly unfriendly 
: Predictable performance Some aspects unpredictable 
Adaptable with threat Some aspects are not adaptable' 
Timely incorporation 
Response times 
inconsistent with need 
Hidden linkages. Responsive to update controlled access 
Full compatibility Some limitations 
Easily expanded Can be expanded 
Timely incorporation Some lag 
Responsive to change Cannot respond 
to :;ome changes 
Full mission Some limitations 
capability on mission 
performance 
HIGH 
(0.6 - 1.0) 
Major incompatibilities 
with 'ops' concepts 
Uncontrolled change 
Major disconnects with 
user environment 
Major corrections 
necessary 
Primarily subjective 
User unfriendly 
Unpredictable 
Critical functions 
not adaptable 
Unresponsive 
Insecure " 
Inadequate 
No expansion 
Major delays 
Unresponsive 
Severe 
performance 
limitations 
-r 
COST DRIVERS 
REQUIREMENTS 
SIZE 
RESOURCE CONSTRAINTS 
APPLICATION 
TECHNOLOGY 
REQUIREMENTS STABILITY 
PERSONNEL 
AVAILABILITY 
MIX 
EXPERIENCE 
MANAGEMENT 
ENGINEERING 
REUSABLE SOFTWARE 
AVAILABILITY 
MODIFICATIONS 
LANGUAGE 
RIGHTS 
CERTIFICATION 
TOOLS AND 
ENVIRONMENT 
FACILITIES 
AVAILABILITY 
RIGHTS 
CONFIGURATION 
MANAGEMENT 
IMPACT 
Quantification of Probability and 
Impact of Support Failure 
LOW 
(0.0 - 0.3) 
Sman. non-complex. or 
easily decomposed 
UWe or no hardware 
imposed constraints 
Non real-time, liWe 
system interdependency 
Mature, existent. in-
house experience 
UWe or no change 
to established baseline 
In place. little 
turnover expected 
Good mix of software 
disciplines 
High experience ratio 
Strong management 
approach 
Compatible with 
need dates 
Uttle or no 
change 
Compatible with system 
& PDSS requirements 
Compatible with PDSS 
& competition requirements 
Verified performance. 
application compatible 
Uttle or no 
modifications 
In place. meets 
need dates 
Compatible with POSS 
& development plans 
Fully controlled 
Sufficient financial 
resources 
MAGNITUDE 
MEDIUM 
(0.4 - 0.5) 
Medium. moderate 
complexity. decomposable 
Some hardware 
impcised constraints 
Embedded, some 
system interdependency 
Existent, some in-
house experience 
Some c!1ange' in 
baseline expected 
Available. some 
tumover expected 
Some disciplines 
inappropriately represented 
Average experience 
ratio 
Good personnel 
management approach 
Delivery dates in 
question 
Some change 
Partial compatibilitY 
with requirements 
Partial compability with 
PDSS. some competition 
Some application compatible 
PDSS. 'some competition 
Some modificastions. 
existent 
Some compatibility 
with need dates 
Partial compatibility with 
PDSS & development plans 
Some controls 
Some shortage of 
financial resources. 
possible overrun 
HIGH 
(0.6 - 1.0) 
Large. highly complex. 
or not decomposable 
Significant hardware 
imposed constraints 
Real-time. embedded. 
strong interdependency , 
New or new application. 
little experience 
Rapidly changing or 
no baseline 
High turnover. not 
available 
Some disciplines 
not repre'sented 
Low experience ratio 
Weak person'nel 
management approach 
Incompatible with 
need dates 
Extensive changes 
Incompatible with system 
or PDSS requirements 
Incompatible withof'OSS 
concept. noncompetitive 
Unverified. little test 
data available 
Major modifications. 
nonexistent 
Nonexistent. does not 
meet need dates 
Incompatible with POSS 
& development plans 
No controls 
Significant financial 
shortages. budget 
overrun likely 
SUPPORT DRIVERS 
DESIGN 
COMPLEXITY 
DOCUMENTATION 
COMPLETENESS 
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT 
STABILITY 
RESPONSIBILITIES 
MANAGEMENT 
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT 
TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT 
CHANGE IMPLEMENTATION 
TOOLS & MANAGEMENT 
FACILITIES 
SOF1W~RE TOOLS 
COMPUTER HARDWARE 
PRODUCTION 
DISTRIBUTION 
SUPPORTABILITY 
CHANGES 
OPERATIONAL INTERFACES 
PERSONNEL 
RELEASE CYCLE 
PROCEDURES 
IMPACT 
Quantification of Probability and 
. Impact of Support Failure 
MAGNITUDE 
LOW MEDIUM 
(0.0 - 0.3) (0.4 - 0.5) 
, 
Structurally Certain aspects 
maintainable difficult 
Adequate Some deficiencies 
Uttie additionaHor Some PDSS 
PDSS incorporation incorporation 
Sifficient •. in 
place 
Some shortfalls 
UtUe or no change Moderate. controlled change 
Defined. assigned Some rqles and 
responsibilities mission issues 
Single point control Defined control points 
Consistent with Some inconsistencies 
operational needs 
> 
Responsive to 
Acceptable delays 
. user needs 
In place. liitte In place. some 
change modification 
Delivered. certified. Some resolvable 
sufficient concerns 
Compatible with Minor 
• ops· system incompatibilities 
Sufficient for Some capacity 
fielded units questions 
. Minor response Controlled. responsive concerns 
Within projections Slight deviations 
Defined,controlled Some "hidden· 
linkages 
In place, sulficient, Minor discipline 
experience mix concerns 
Responsive to Minor 
user requirements incompatibilities 
In place, adequate Some concerns 
Responsive software Minor delays in 
support software modifications 
HIGH 
(0.6 - · 1.0) 
Extremely difficult 
to maintain 
Inadequate 
Extensive PDSS 
incorporation 
Insufficient 
Rapid or uncontrolled 
change 
Undefined or 
unassigned 
Multiple control 
points 
Major inconsistencies 
Nonresponsive to 
user needs 
Nonexistent or 
extensive change 
Not delivered, certified, 
or sufficient 
" Major incompatibilities 
Insufficient .. 
Uncontrolled or 
nonresponsive 
Major deviations 
Extensive linkages 
Significant concerns 
. Nonresponsive to 
user needs 
Nonexistent or 
inadequate· 
Nonresponsive or 
unsupportable 
software 
J 
Quantification of Probability and 
Impact of Schedule Failure 
MAGNITUDE 
~EDULE DRIVERS LOW MEDIUM HIGH (0.0 - 0.3) (0.4 - 0~ 5) _ (0.6 - 1.0) 
~URCES . 
Good discipline mix Some disciplines Questionable mix ~EL in place not available - and/or availability 
~ Existent, little or no Existent, some Nonexistent. modification modification extensive changes 
Sufficient budget Some questionable Budget allocation ~ allocated allocations in doubt 
JEDDATES 
Some unstable 
.r Verified Projections aspeCts Rapidly changing 
Some uncertain Unstable. fluctuating 
~IC Stable commitments commitments commitments 
~ - Uttle projected Some limited . Extreme sensitivity sensitivity sensitivity 
Certification or No application 
lIP Available. certified delivery questions evidence 
Some deliveries 
~ In place, available in queslion Uttle or none 
I)INOLOGY ~;i-; 
" 
~UTY In place Baselined. Unknown. no some unknowns baseline 
~ Application verified Controllable change Rapid or uncontrolled projected change 
jRENCE Extensive application Some dependency on Incompatit;>le with new technology existing technology 
_. -
~QUIREMENTS 
Baselined. some Unknown. no , ~ON Known. baselined unknowns baseline 
~ Utile or no change Controllable change Rapid or uncontrollable projected projected change 
~ITY Compatible with Some dependency on Incompatible with existing technology new technology existing technology 
_.- . -_ . 
.PACT Realistic, achievable Possible slippage Unachlevabl~ schedule iniaC lac 
-"" 
... 
- -~- ~------'-- '.-'-~,"-~~~".--~ ~~~~ -,- ,,- :;c:;:"" - _ ':;:A~~,:,:,_ - -- '!gigi;:;,;::;:;;z _-+= ~ 
- - .-- - --~-  ~ ~--="'""~ 
DRIVERS 
Quantification of Probability and 
Impact of Technical Failure 
Simple or easily 
allocatable 
Small or easily broken 
down into work units 
Little or no change 
to established baseline 
Agreed to support 
concept -
Allocatable to hardware 
and software I"'n,mM,nn",n11" 
Mature. growth capacity 
within design. flexible 
Available. in place. 
experienced. stable 
~ppropriately tailored 
for application 
Meets requirements. 
available 
Mature. available 
Documented. validated. 
in place 
Fully compatible with 
support and follow-on 
Greater than 3 to 5 
Used. documented 
sufficiently for use 
Correct and 
available 
In place. validated. 
experience with use 
Existing proquct and 
process controls _ 
Internal and external 
Minimal to small reduction 
in technical performance 
Moderate. can be al-
lOCated 
Medium. or can be broken 
down into work units 
Some change in 
baseline expected 
Roles and missions 
issues unresolved 
Requirements can 
be defined 
Available. some 
growth capacity 
Available. but not in 
place. some experience 
Some tailoring. all not 
reviewed for applicability 
May meet requirements. 
uncertain availability 
Some impact 
on design 
Approved or 
-Non-approved HOl 
Some development 
or available 
Available. validated -
some development _ 
Minor incompatibilities 
with.support and follow-on 
less than 3 to 5 
Some use and 
documentation 
Some deficiencies. 
available 
Minor modifications. 
'tools available 
Product & process controls 
need enhancement 
Internal or external 
- Some reduction in 
technical performance 
Significant or 
difficult to allocate 
Large or cannot be broken dOwn 
into work loads 
Rapidly changing or 
no baseline 
No support concept or 
major unresolved issues 
Can only be addressed 
at the total level 
New development no 
growth capacity. inflexible 
High turnover._ little or no 
experience. not available 
No tailoring. none applied 
to the contract 
Not compatible with system 
requirements. unavailable 
Major impact 
on 
Significant use of 
assembly language 
Total new de-
velopment 
Unvalidated. proprietary. 
major development 
Incompatible with support 
and follow-on 
Little or none 
No use and/or 
no documentation 
Nonexistent 
Major development 
effort 
Weak or 
nonexistent 
Weak or 
Significant degredatlon 
to nonachievement of - .. --<.--
_-technical erformance 
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Appendix F 
Outrider Risk Factor Conversion Tables 
Table 6. Outrider Avionics Probability Factor to Fuzzy Factor Conversion 
Airborne 
Central 
Processor 
Engineering 
Support 
Technology 
Requirement 
Management 
Manufacture 
Crisp Probability Linguistic Term Trapezoidal Variable 
0.5 Low 0.04,0.1,0.18,0.23 
0.2 Low 0.04,0.1,0.18,0.23 
0.2 Low 0.04,0.1,0.18,0.23 
0 Very Low 0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.3 Low 0.04,0.1,0.18,0.23 
0 Very Low 0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
245 
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Table 7. Outrider Avionics Probability Factor to Fuzzy Factor Conversion 
Crisp Probability Linguistic Term Trapezoidal Variable 
Autoland 
Engineering 0.7 Low 0.04,0.1,0.18,0.23 
Support 0.3 Low 0.04,0.1,0.18,0.23 
Technology 0.7 Low 0.04,0.1,0.18,0.23 
Requirement 0 Very Low 0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
Management 0.3 Low 0.04,0.1,0.18,0.23 
Manufacture 0.2 Low 0.04,0.1,0.18,0.23 
247 
Table 8. Outrider Avionics Probability Factor to Fuzzy Factor Conversion 
Crisp Probability Linguistic Term Trapezoidal Variable 
Autopilot 
Engineering 0.7 Low 0.04,0.1,0.18,0.23 
Support 0.5 Low 0.04,0.1,0.18,0.23 
Technology 0.01 Very Low 0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
Requirement 0 Very Low 0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
Management 0.2 Low 0.04,0.1,0.18,0.23 
Manufacture 0.01 Very Low 0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
Table 9. Outrider Avionics Crisp Factor to Fuzzy Factor Conversion 
Risk Area 
Performance 
Cost 
Schedule 
Performance 
Cost 
Schedule 
Performance 
Cost 
Schedule 
Crisp 
Weight 
Factor 
25 
o 
1 
10 
10 
1 
25 
1 
7 
(Engineering Risk) 
Linguistic 
Variable 
Airborne Central Processor 
High 
Very Low 
Very Low 
Autoland 
Low 
Low 
Very Low 
Autopilot 
High 
Very Low 
Very Low 
Trapezoidal Fuzzy 
Value 
0.78,0.92, 0.06, 0.78 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.04,0.1,0.18,0.23 
0.04,0.1,0.18,0.23 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.78,0.92,0.06,0.78 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
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Table 10. Outrider Avionics Crisp Factor to Fuzzy Factor Conversion 
Risk Area 
Performance 
Cost 
Schedule 
Performance 
Cost 
Schedule 
Performance 
Cost 
Schedule 
Crisp 
Weight 
Factor 
3 
o 
5 
1 
o 
1 
10 
o 
7 
(Support Risk) 
Linguistic 
Variable 
Airborne Central Processor 
Low 
Very Low 
Low 
Autoland 
Low 
Very Low 
Low 
Autopilot 
Low 
Very Low 
Low 
Trapezoidal Fuzzy 
Value 
0.78, 0.92, 0.06, 0.78 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.78,0.92,0.06,0.78 
0.04,0.1,0.18,0.23 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.04,0.1,0.18,0.23 
0.04,0.1,0.18,0.23 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.04,0.1,0.18,0.23 
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Table 11. Outrider Avionics Crisp Factor to Fuzzy Factor Conversion 
Risk Area 
Performance 
Cost 
Schedule 
Performance 
Cost 
Schedule 
Performance 
Cost 
Schedule 
Crisp 
Weight 
Factor 
o 
o 
o 
10 
o 
I 
1 
o 
1 
(Technology Risk) 
Linguistic 
Variable 
Airborne Central Processor 
Very Low 
Very Low 
Very Low 
Autoland 
Low 
Very Low 
Very Low 
Autopilot 
Very Low 
Very Low 
Very Low 
Trapezoidal Fuzzy 
Value 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.04,0.1,0.18,0.23 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
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Table 12. Outrider Avionics Crisp Factor to Fuzzy Factor Conversion 
Risk Area 
Performance 
Cost 
Schedule 
Performance 
Cost 
Schedule 
Performance 
Cost 
Schedule 
Crisp 
Weight 
Factor 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
(Requirement Risk) 
Linguistic 
Variable 
Airborne Central Processor 
Very Low 
Very Low 
Very Low 
Autoland 
Very Low 
Very Low 
Very Low 
Autopilot 
Very Low 
Very Low 
Very Low 
Trapezoidal Fuzzy 
Value 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
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Table 13. Outrider Avionics Crisp Factor to Fuzzy Factor Conversion 
Risk Area 
Performance 
Cost 
Schedule 
Performance 
Cost 
Schedule 
Performance 
Cost 
Schedule 
Crisp 
Weight 
Factor 
10 
o 
1 
10 
o 
1 
7 
o 
7 
(Management Risk) 
Linguistic 
Variable 
Airborne Central Processor 
Low 
Very Low 
Very Low 
Autoland 
Low 
Very Low 
Very Low 
Autopilot 
Low 
Very Low 
Low 
Trapezoidal Fuzzy 
Value 
0.04,0.1,0.18,0.23 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.04,0.1,0.18,0.23 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.04,0.1,0.18,0.23 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.04,0.1,0.18,0.23 
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Table 14. Outrider Avionics Crisp Factor to Fuzzy Factor Conversion 
Risk area 
Performance 
Cost 
Schedule 
Performance 
Cost 
Schedule 
Performance 
Cost 
Schedule 
Crisp 
Weight 
Factor 
o 
o 
o 
10 
o 
1 
1 
o 
1 
(Manufacture Risk) 
Linguistic 
Variable 
Airborne Central Processor 
Very low 
Very Low 
Very Low 
Autoland 
Low 
Very Low 
Very Low 
Autopilot 
Very Low 
Very Low 
Very Low 
Trapezoidal Fuzzy 
Value 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.04,0.1,0.18,0.23 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
0.01,0.01,0.2,0.07 
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Appendix G 
MathCAD Algorithm Worksheets 
255 
MathCAD Worksheet for Chen's Algorithm: 
Airborne Central Processor (Engineering Risk) 
.78 .78 .01 .78 .01 .78 
.92 .92 .01 .92 .01 .92 
w .- t '- w2 := t2 := w ,- t ,-I ,-
.06 
I ,-
.06 .2 .06 
3 ,-
.2 
3 ,-
.06 
.78 .78 .07 .78 .07 .78 
0.624 0.04 
~ 0.865 0.1 
t:= [(wI·tI) + (w2·t2) + (w3·t3) ] t= cf:= 0.028 0.18 
0.718 0.23 
0.8 
w:= (wI +w2 +w3) 
0.94 
W= 
0.46 
0.92 
0.031 
~ 
tv:= (t.w-I .cf) 0.092 
tv= 
0.011 
0.179 
MathCAD Worksheet for Chen's Algorithm: 
Airborne Central Processor (Support Risk) 
w .-1 .-
tv= 
.01 
.01 
.2 
.07 
0.031 
0.092 
0.011 
0.179 
.78 .01 
.92 .01 
t l := 
.06 
w2 := 
.2 
.78 .07 
.78 
.92 
t2 := 
.06 
w3 := 
.78 
0.047 
0.11 
t= 
0.035 
0.289 
0.06 
0.12 
W= 
0.58 
0.37 
256 
.04 .78 
.1 .92 
.18 
t3 := 
.06 
.23 .78 
0.04 
0.1 
cf:= 
0.18 
0.23 
MathCAD Worksheet for Chen's Algorithm: 
Airborne Central Processor (Technology Risk) 
W ,-I ,-
tv= 
.01 
.01 
.2 
.07 
0.031 
0.092 
0.011 
0.179 
.78 .01 
.92 .01 
t ,- W ,-1 ,-
.06 
2 ,-
.2 
.78 .07 
.78 
.92 
t ,-2 ,-
.06 
.78 
0.023 
0.028 
t= 
0.036 
0.164 
0.03 
0.03 
W= 
0.6 
0.21 
257 
.01 .78 
.01 .92 
w3 := t ,-
.2 
3 ,-
.06 
.07 .78 
0.04 
0.1 
cf:= 
0.18 
0.23 
MathCAD Worksheet for Chen's Algorithm: 
Airborne Central Processor (Requirement Risk) 
.01 
.01 
wI := 1 .-
.2 
1 .-
.07 
7.8.10- 3 
9.2.10- 3 
1v= 
0.012 
0.055 
.78 
.92 
W .-
.06 
2 .-
.78 
.01 .78 
.01 .92 
.2 
12 := 
.06 
.07 .78 
0.023 
0.028 
1= 
0.036 
0.164 
0.03 
0.03 
W= 
0.6 
0.21 
258 
.01 .78 
.01 .92 
w3 := 
.2 
13 := 
.06 
.07 .78 
0.01 
0.01 
cf:= 
0.2 
0.07 
MathCAD Worksheet for Chen's Algorithm: 
Airborne Central Processor (Management Risk) 
.04 
.1 
w .- t ,-I ,-
.18 
I ,-
.23 
tv:= (t.w I.cf) 
tv= 
0.031 
0.092 
0.011 
0.179 
.78 .01 
.92 .01 
.06 
w2 := 
.2 
.78 .07 
.78 
.92 
t ,-2 ,-
.06 
.78 
0.07 
0.193 
t= 
0.034 
0.413 
0.09 
0.21 
W= 
0.56 
0.53 
259 
.04 .78 
.1 .92 
w ,- t ,-3 ,-
.18 
3 ,-
.06 
.23 .78 
0.04 
0.1 
cf:= 
0.18 
0.23 
MathCAD Worksheet for Chen's Algorithm: 
Airborne Central Processor (Manufacture Risk) 
wI := 
tv = 
.01 
.01 
.2 
.07 
0.031 
0.092 
0.011 
0.179 
.78 
.92 
t .- W .-1 .-
.06 
2 .-
.78 
.01 .78 
.01 .92 
t .-
.2 
2 .-
.06 
.07 .78 
0.023 
0.028 
t= 
0.036 
0.164 
0.03 
0.03 
W= 
0.6 
0.21 
260 
.01 .78 
.01 .92 
W .- t3 := 3 .-
.2 .06 
.07 .78 
0.04 
0.1 
cf:= 
0.18 
0.23 
MathCAD Worksheet for Chen's Algorithm: 
Autopilot (Engineering Risk) 
w .-1 ,-
tv= 
.78 
.92 
.06 
.78 
0.031 
0.092 
0.011 
0.179 
.78 
.92 
t .- w .-1 ,-
.06 
2 ,-
.78 
.01 .78 
.01 .92 
t .-
.2 
2 ,-
.06 
.07 .78 
0.624 
0.865 
t= 
0.028 
0.718 
0.8 
0.94 
w= 
0.46 
0.92 
261 
.01 .78 
.01 .92 
w .- t '-3 ,-
.2 
3 ,-
.06 
.07 .78 
0.04 
0.1 
cf:= 
0.18 
0.23 
MathCAD Worksheet for Chen's Algorithm: 
Autopilot (Support Risk) 
wI := 
tv= 
.78 
.92 
.06 
.78 
0.031 
0.092 
0.011 
0.179 
.78 
.92 
t .-I .-
.06 
.78 
.3 
.5 
W .-2'-
.5 
.5 
.78 
.92 
S·- W .-. 3 .-
.06 
.78 
1.076 
1.49 
t= 
0.076 
1.466 
1.38 
1.62 
W= 
1.26 
1.88 
262 
.3 .78 
.2 .92 S '-.
.7 .06 
.6 .78 
0.04 
0.1 
cf:= 
0.18 
0.23 
MathCAD Worksheet for Chen's Algorithm: 
Autopilot (Technology Risk) 
.01 
.01 
w .- t .-1 .-
.2 
1 .-
.07 
7.8 .10- 3 
9.2 .10- 3 
tv= 
0.012 
0.055 
.78 
.92 
.06 
w2 := 
.78 
.01 .78 
.01 .92 
t .-
.2 
2 .-
.06 
.07 .78 
0.023 
0.028 
t= 
0.036 
0.164 
0.03 
0.03 
W= 
0.6 
0.21 
263 
.01 .78 
.01 .92 
W .- t .-3 .-
.2 
3 .-
.06 
.07 .78 
0.01 
0.01 
cf:= 
0.2 
0.07 
MathCAD Worksheet for Chen's Algorithm: 
Autopilot (Requirement Risk) 
.01 
.01 
w '- t .-1 .-
.2 
1 .-
.07 
7.8,10- 3 
9.2.10- 3 
tv= 
0.012 
0.055 
.78 
.92 
.06 
.78 
w .-2 .-
.01 .78 
.01 .92 
t .-
.2 
2 .-
.06 
.07 .78 
0.023 
0.028 
t= 
0.036 
0.164 
0.03 
0.03 
w= 
0.6 
0.21 
264 
.01 .78 
.01 .92 
w .- t3 := 3 .-
.2 .06 
.07 .78 
0.01 
0.01 
cf:= 
0.2 
0.07 
MathCAD Worksheet for Chen's Algorithm: 
Autopilot (Management Risk) 
wI := 
tv = 
.04 
.1 
.18 
.23 
0.031 
0.092 
0.011 
0.179 
.78 
.92 
tl := W .-
.06 
2 .-
.78 
.01 .78 
.01 .92 
t .-
.2 
2 .-
.06 
.07 .78 
0.07 
0.193 
t= 
0.034 
0.413 
0.09 
0.21 
W= 
0.56 
0.53 
265 
.04 .78 
.1 .92 
W .- t3 := 3 .-
.18 .06 
.23 .78 
0.04 
0.1 
cf:= 
0.18 
0.23 
MathCAD Worksheet for Chen's Algorithm: 
Autopilot (Manufacture Risk) 
.01 
.01 
W '- t ,-1 ,-
.2 
1 ,-
.07 
7.8.10- 3 
9.2.10- 3 
tv= 
0.012 
0.055 
.78 
.92 
W ,-
.06 
2 ,-
.78 
.01 .78 
.01 .92 
t '-
.2 
2 ,-
.06 
.07 .78 
0.023 
0.028 
t= 
0.036 
0.164 
0.03 
0.03 
W= 
0.6 
0.21 
266 
.01 .78 
.01 .92 
W '- t ,-3 ,-
.2 
3 ,-
.06 
.07 .78 
0.01 
0.01 
cf:= 
0.2 
0.07 
MathCAD Worksheet for Chen's Algorithm: 
Autoland (Engineering Risk) 
wI := 
tv= 
.01 
.01 
.2 
.07 
0.031 
0.092 
0.011 
0.179 
.78 
.92 
t .- W .-I ,-
.06 
2 ,-
.78 
.01 .78 
.01 .92 
t .-
.2 
2 ,-
.06 
.07 .78 
0.023 
0.028 
t= 
0.036 
0.164 
0.03 
0.03 
W= 
0.6 
0.21 
267 
.01 .78 
.01 .92 
w3 := 
.2 
t3 := 
.06 
.07 .78 
0.04 
0.1 
cf:= 
0.18 
0.23 
MathCAD Worksheet for Chen's Algorithm: 
Autoland (SupportRisk) 
w .-1 .-
1v= 
.04 
.1 
.18 
.23 
0.031 
0.092 
0.011 
0.179 
.78 
.92 
1 .-1 .-
.06 
.78 
w2 := 
.01 .78 
.01 .92 
1 .-
.2 
2 .-
.06 
.07 .78 
0.07 
0.193 
1= 
0.034 
0.413 
0.09 
0.21 
W= 
0.56 
0.53 
268 
.04 .78 
.1 .92 
W .- 13 := 3 .-
.18 .06 
.23 .78 
0.04 
0.1 
cf:= 
0.18 
0.23 
MathCAD Worksheet for Chen's Algorithm: 
Autoland (Technology Risk) 
w .-1 .-
tv= 
.04 
.1 
.18 
.23 
0.031 
0.092 
0.011 
0.179 
.78 
.92 
t .- W '-1 .-
.06 
2 .-
.78 
.01 .78 
.01 .92 
t .-
.2 
2 ,-
.06 
.07 .78 
0.047 
0.11 
t= 
0.035 
0.289 
0.06 
0.12 
W= 
0.58 
0.37 
269 
.01 .78 
.01 .92 
W '- t .-3 ,-
.2 
3 ,-
.06 
.07 .78 
0.04 
0.1 
cf:= 
0.18 
0.23 
MathCAD Worksheet for Chen's Algorithm: 
Autoland ( Requirement Risk) 
W ,-I ,-
tv= 
.01 
.01 
t ,-
.2 
1 ,-
.07 
7.8 ,10- 3 
9.2.10- 3 
0.012 
0.055 
.78 
.92 
W '-
.06 
2 ,-
.78 
.01 .78 
.01 .92 
t '-
.2 
2 ,-
.06 
.07 .78 
0.023 
0.028 
t= 
0.036 
0.164 
0.03 
0.03 
W= 
0.6 
0.21 
270 
.01 .78 
.01 .92 
W ,- t ,-3 ,-
.2 
3 ,-
.06 
.07 .78 
0.01 
0.01 
cf:= 
0.2 
0.07 
MathCAD Worksheet for Chen's Algorithm: 
Autoland ( Management Risk) 
w .-I ,-
tv= 
.04 
.1 
.18 
.23 
0.031 
0.092 
0.011 
0.179 
.78 
.92 
t .- W ,-1 ,-
.06 
2 ,-
.78 
.01 .78 
.01 .92 
.2 
t2 := 
.06 
.07 .78 
0.047 
0.11 
t= 
0.035 
0.289 
0.06 
0.12 
W= 
0.58 
0.37 
271 
.01 .78 
.01 .92 
W ,- t ,-3 ,-
.2 
3 ,-
.06 
.07 .78 
0.04 
0.1 
cf:= 
0.18 
0.23 
MathCAD Worksheet for Chen's Algorithm: 
Autoland ( Manufacture Risk) 
W ,-I ,-
tv= 
.04 
.1 
.18 
.23 
0.031 
0.092 
0.011 
0.179 
.78 
.92 
t ,- W ,-1 ,-
.06 
2 ,-
.78 
.01 .78 
.01 .92 
t ,-
.2 
2 ,-
.06 
.07 .78 
0.047 
0.11 
t= 
0.035 
0.289 
0.06 
0.12 
W= 
0.58 
0.37 
272 
.01 .78 
.01 .92 
W ,- t ,-3 ,-
.2 
3 ,-
.06 
.07 .78 
0.04 
0.1 
cf:= 
0.18 
0.23 
MathCad Worksheet for the Geometric Mean Algorithm -
Airborne Cenrtal Processor (Engineering Risk) 
.01 
.01 
w .- tl := 1 .-
.2 
.07 
-3 
t= 9.2·10 
0.012 
0.055 
~ 
tv:= (t·c±) 
tv= 
3.12.10- 4 
9.2,10- 4 
2.16,10- 3 
0.013 
.78 
.92 
.06 
w2 := 
.78 
cf:= 
.01 
.01 
.2 
.07 
1 
0.04 
0.1 
0.18 
0.23 
t '-2 .-
.78 .01 
.92 .01 
w .-
.06 
3 .-
.2 
.78 .07 
273 
.78 
.92 
t '-3 .-
.06 
.78 
MathCad Worksheet for the Geometric Mean Algorithm -
Airborne Cenrtal Processor (Support Risk) 
.78 .78 .01 
.92 .92 .01 
w .- t .- w .-1 ,-
.06 
1 ,-
.06 
2 ,-
.2 
.78 .78 .07 
1 
-
t:= ([[(W(tl)·(W2·t2)]-(W3·t3)jr 
0.033 
0.042 
t= 
8.033.10- 3 
0.122 
~ 
tv:=(t·cf) 
tv= 
1.333.10 3 
4.153.10- 3 
1.446.10- 3 
0.028 
0.04 
0.1 
cf:= 
0.18 
0.23 
.78 .01 
.92 .01 t .- w .-2 ,-
.06 
3 ,-
.2 
.78 .07 
274 
.78 
.92 t .-3 ,-
.06 
.78 
MathCad Worksheet for the Geometric Mean Algorithm -
Airborne Cenrtal Processor (Technology Risk) 
.01 .78 .01 
.01 .92 .01 
wI := t .- W2 := 
.2 
1 ,-
.06 .2 
.07 .78 .07 
1 
-
t:= ([[ (W(tl)·( w2·t2) l( w3 .t3) j) 3 
7.8.10- 3 
-3 
t= 9.2·10 
0.012 
0.055 
--? 
tv:= (t·e±) 
tv= 
3.12.10- 4 
9.2.10- 4 
2.16.10- 3 
0.013 
cf:= 
0.04 
0.1 
0.18 
0.23 
.78 .01 
.92 .01 
t2 := w .-
.06 
3 ,-
.2 
.78 .07 
275 
.78 
.92 
t .-3 ,-
.06 
.78 
MathCad Worksheet for the Geometric Mean Algorithm -
Airborne Cenrtal Processor (Requirement Risk) 
.01 
.01 
w .- t .-1 .-
.2 
1 .-
.07 
-3 
t= 9.2·10 
0.012 
0.055 
~ 
tv:= (t·c±) 
tv= 
7.8.10- 5 
9.2,10- 5 
2.4.10- 3 
3.822.10- 3 
.78 
.92 
w .-
.06 
2 .-
.78 
cf:= 
.01 .78 .01 
.01 .92 .01 
t .- w .-
.2 
2 .-
.06 
3 .-
.2 
.07 .78 .07 
.01 
.01 
.2 
.07 
276 
.78 
.92 
t .-3 .-
.06 
.78 
MathCad Worksheet for the Geometric Mean Algorithm -
Airborne Cenrtal Processor (Management Risk) 
.04 
.1 
w .-1 ,-
t= 
.18 
.23 
0.012 
0.02 
0.012 
0.081 
--7 
tv:= (t·e£) 
t .-1 ,-
4.953,10- 4 
1.982.10- 3 
tv= 
2.085,10- 3 
0.019 
.78 
.92 
.06 
.78 
w .-2 ,-
cf:= 
.01 
.01 
.2 
.07 
1 
0.04 
0.1 
0.18 
0.23 
.78 .01 
.92 .01 
t '- w '-2 ,-
.06 
3 ,-
.2 
.78 .07 
277 
.78 
.92 
t3 := 
.06 
.78 
MathCad Worksheet for the Geometric Mean Algorithm -
Airborne Cenrtal Processor (Manufacture Risk) 
.01 
.01 
w .-1 .-
.2 
.07 
7.8,10- 3 
-3 
t= 9.2·10 
0.012 
0.055 
~ 
tv:= (t·ef) 
1 .-1 .-
3.l2·10- 4 
9.2,10- 4 
tv= 
2.l6·10- 3 
0.013 
.78 
.92 
.06 
.78 
w2 := 
cf := 
.01 
.01 
.2 
.07 
1 
0.04 
0.1 
0.18 
0.23 
12 := 
.78 .01 
.92 .01 
w '-
.06 
3 .-
.2 
.78 .07 
278 
.78 
.92 
1 .-3 .-
.06 
.78 
MathCad Worksheet for the Geometric Mean Algorithm -
Autopilot (Engineering Risk) 
.78 .78 .01 .78 .01 
.92 .92 .01 .92 .01 
w1 := 
.06 
t1 := 
.06 
w 2 := 
.2 
t2 := 
.06 
w3 := 
.2 
.78 .78 .07 .78 .07 
0.033 
.04 
0.042 
.1 
t = 
8.033 .10- 3 
cf := 
.18 
0.122 .23 
~ 
tv := (t·cO 
1.333 .10- 3 
4.153 .10- 3 
tv = 
1.446 .10- 3 
0.028 
279 
.78 
.92 
t3 := 
.06 
.78 
MathCad Worksheet for the Geometric Mean Algorithm -
Autopilot (Support Risk) 
.01 
.01 
w .-1 .-
.2 
.07 
0.012 
0.02 
t= 
0.012 
0.081 
----7 
tv:= (t·ef) 
t .-1 ,-
4.953,10- 4 
1.982.10- 3 
tv= 
2.085 ,10- 3 
0.019 
.78 
.92 
.06 
.78 
.01 .78 .04 
.01 .92 .1 
w .- t2 := w .-2 ,-
.2 .06 
3 ,-
.18 
.07 .78 .23 
1 
.04 
.1 
cf:= 
.18 
.23 
280 
MathCad Worksheet for the Geometric Mean Algorithm -
Autopilot (Technology Risk) 
.01 
.01 
w .-1 .-
.2 
.07 
7.8,10- 3 
-3 
t= 9.2·10 
0.012 
0.055 
~ 
tv:= (t·cf) 
t .-1 .-
tv= 
7.8,10- 5 
9.2.10- 5 
2.4.10- 3 
3.822,10- 3 
.78 
.92 
w .-
.06 
2 .-
.78 
cf:= 
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Figure 10. Airborne Central Processor (Engineering Rule Truth-value Plot) 
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Figure 11. Airborne Central Processor (Support Rule Truth-value Plot) 
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Figure 12. Airborne Central Processor (Technology Rule Truth-value Plot) 
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Figure 13. Airborne Central Processor (Management Rule Truth-value Plot) 
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Figure 14. Airborne Central Processor (Manufacture Rule Truth-value Plot) 
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Figure 15. Autopilot (Engineering Rule Truth-value Plot) 
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Figure 16. Autopilot (Support Rule Truth-value Plot) 
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Figure 17. Autopilot (Requirement Rule Truth-value Plot) 
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Figure 18. Autopilot (Management Rule Truth-value Plot) 
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Figure 19. Autopilot (Manufacture Rule Truth-value Plot) 
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Figure 20. Autoland (Support Rule Truth-value Plot) 
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Figure 21. Autoland (Technology Rule Truth-value Plot) 
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Figure 22. Autoland (Requirement Rule Truth-value Plot) 
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Figure 23. Autoland (Management Rule Truth-value Plot) 
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Figure 24. Autoland (Manufacture Rule Truth-value Plot) 
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